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CHAPTER I
THE STATEIDSNT OF THE PROBLELI
The present in*estigation has been imdertaken for the purpose
of studying the testing-for-counseling program for members of the
National Youth Administration (HZA) in Boston. The program has been
planned and set in operation by the l^YA directors in Bowton in full
cooperation with the department of vocational guidance of the
Himtington Avenue Branch of the Boston Young Lien's Christian Associ-
ation, (Y.M.C.A. ).
Since the establishment of this service, there have been hmadreds
of unemployed youth, members of the NYA, who have sou^t the aid of
this service in obtaining occupational adjustment, 77ith but the
rarest exception, each youth has entered into the testing procedure
whole-heartedly and with his best cooperation. And the stream of
youth seeking this aid still flows.
The leaders in this ITYA activity eagerly welcomed a study of
their test ing-for-counseling program by the writer. Their records
were always accessible to him. He was free, at all times, to consult
with each of those in charge of the testing and counseling on any
germane question. Thru their constant cooperation, they evidenced a
sincere desire to aid the writer in his research.
Since the testing program had alroady been set-up and was in
full operation, it was decided to formulate a plan whereby a general
picture of these KYA members could be presented; the picture to be a
-10-
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statistical study of these individuals as a group. From the draw-
ing of this picture, it was hoped that certain salient feattires of
the testing program itself would "become manifest.
This plan of investigation called for a general study of the
existing battery of tests given to each IIYA member presenting himself
for this service. IThe question was raised in regard to a possible
over-lapping of test data, that is, were the selected tests Measuring
sufficiently disparate factors in this particular group of young men?
Previous studies had shown what was to be expected \dien a generally
older group was examined; or when a cross-section of the general
population of a given age was studied. But these ITYA mgnbers were
seen to comprise a unique group of the nation's youth and it was desired
to take advantage of this opportunity to find out how this particular
group "rates", or "scores", or "performs", in the battery of tests in
onmrparison with the general population upon whom "norms" are largely
based.
The investigation was also seen as an opportunity to single out
any selected individual from the entire group for the purpose of
studying him, not onlj'- as an individual with his partictilsr "aptitudes",
"traits", "interests", etc., in comparison with statistical norms, but
also against the baclJ:gro"und of his own ITYA group.
The investigation early developed into a statistical treatment
of group and individual test data, seeking to interpret the full sig-
nificance of this battery of tests as the basis for the counseling
service. This, then, was the problem which the present investigation
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attenrpted to solve, in its first stages; it was its major concern
for the first several months. As the studi'- progressed, however, it
"became apparent that aay investigation of a testing-for-counseling
program covild not properly "be considered to be a complete investi-
gation without its including a "follow-up" of a reasonatle number of
thdse NYA manbers. This later development of the investigation sought
an answer to the question of how well these individuals were perform-
ing their tasks in their present occupational activities. The answer
to this question was to be obtained from those employers and super-
visors who were in a position from which they could actually observe
these youth at work.
There were 528 IIYA meni)ers who composed the large group upon
whom the present report is based; of this large group, "follow-up"
records were obtained for 118 individuals.
Summarizing the previous paragraphs, the problem with which the
present investigation is concerned may be stated to be as follows:
(1) To present a picture of certain phases of personality as
revealed b^i^ the measuring instruments of these 528 unemployed youth;
(2) To single out certain individvials of the group for a more
detailed and intimate pictizre as revealed by the available data;
(3) To discover whether or not the 118 «nployed individuals
differ in any respect, as revealed by the tests administered, from
those of the remainder who are unemployed, that is, do those who have
secured positions differ from those who have been unable to get
positions; and
(4) To discover what tests, if any, may be eliminated from the
battery without reducing the differentiating tendency of the battery.

The essential purpose of aoy such investigation is as an aid
for counseling or guiding any such group toward desirable occuija-
tional adj-ustnents.
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CHAPTER II
THE KEED FOR A STUDY OF UMPLOYED YOUTH
One of the most far-reaching outcomes of the recent crises in
American life has "been the fact that the nnmhers of xmenployed have
reached hitherto tmprecedented proportions. Among these large
numhers there were two main groups; the first being those who had had
employment considered more or less relatively permanent and giving the
employees a degree of security in so far as employment was concerned;
the second "being those youth who upon leaving school either after or
"before "graduating" foxind themselves facing an economic, industrial,
social world which apparently had no inmediate employment for what-
ever services they were able to render.
These conditions have given rise to much serious and thoughtful
consideration on the part of governmental, industrial, and social
agencies. They have sought temporary relief from the immediate crises,
it is true; however, they have also sought a program or plan that would
guide these present and future adult citizens into lines of occupation-
al activity that will he helpful and satisfying both to the individtial
worker and to the community which he serves. Fully aware of the im-
mediate and the long-time needs of the employees, the federal and local
agencies have sincerely sought an answer (or answers) to this most
serious and far-reaching problem.
Out-standing among the attanpta to answer the question, "wTiat of
the Youth"? has been the establishment and develoiment of the ITati'^nal
Youth iidministration (IJYA). The group which this organisation has been
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set up to serve is defined as "yotmg people, 16 to 25 years of age,
who are not in school and not at work". This group comprises that
vast army of yotmg people, of both sexes, similar to those whom
previous generations had "been able to absorb into the general adult
population of employees of varying classifications. In no previous
generation has a similar group of youth found themselves as apparently
unneeded or unwanted as has this present group. It has become most
necessary to try to prevent the deterioration of their morale. With
this puri)Ose in mind there has been a conscious, deliberate attempt
"to assist the unemployed in acquiring a better insight into his own
1.
vocational and personal problems".
Pimires compiled by the Oommittee on Youth Problems in the Office
of Education in '.7ashing*"'>n, D.O., clearly show the immediate need for
a youth program, -he follov/ing summarizes the compilation:
20,100,000 are between 16 and 24 inclusive.
4,000,000 are in full-time schools and colleges.
500,000 have no employment and are taking part-time
schoolwork.
7,800,000 are employed full or i)art-time on non-relief jobs.
2,800,000 are young married women not employed and not in
school
.
300,000 are out of school and uneaiployed but not seeking
employment
.
4,700,000 are out of school, unemployed and are seeking
employment. 2.
These figures show a 150% increase in the unemplo^'^ed youth group over
the figures of the United States Census of 1930. There are three
millions of these youth who are on relief or come from families ho
are on relief.
1. Editorial coment, "Adjustment Service for the Unemployed of
Kew York City, "School and Society", 37:247, February 25, 1933.
2. "World Youth", Vol.1, No. 16, ^pril 25, 1936, page 3.
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In carrying out the program of assisting the youth, in-
formation has been collected thru available social and coniraunity
agencies aM this information has been put into the hands of those
agencies thru which the IsTA will vrork. 'Tith all possible informat-
ion about an individual at hand, a coimselor is then ready to begin
intelligent counseling of the individi:ial seeking his assistance.
This info^Taati on should include "an objective account of the individ-
ual's psychological make-up in terms so far as possible of vocational
interestSf abilities, and aptitudes". (1).
The psychometric ian has played an important role in obtaining
and interpreting information in the fonn of test data which is of
great value to the counselor. These test scores, ratings, etc.,
show the individual's interests, abilities, aptitudes, etc. in terms
which permit comparisons with "noiros" of the general population upon
whom these norms are based. This information can be most clearly
interpreted when presented as a profile, projected against a back-
ground of "averages" or norms; there should be a special interpreta-
tion for each individual subject. Trabxie has pointed out a danger in
the use of the data of the psychometrician in a possible reading more
into the profile than is justified and in a failure to consider the
many factors involved in determining one's fitness for an occupation
other than those indicated by psychological tests. One may "score
high" in one essential but be lacking in others; he may have fea?»* (2)
fl) Raymond G. Fuller, "Counseling the Unemployed, the storj' of
adjustment service". OOccupations", 12: 37-53, January, 1934.
(2) M.S. Trabue, "Graphic Representation of iJea:^ured Character-
istics of Successful "orkers", "Occupations", 12:lIo.«, 1934, pp. 40-45.
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interests and aptitudes "but "be a menber of a family "in wMch the
social traditions were all against such work".
Bearing u-non this same need for caution in the use of test
data. Puller ^1) stated that "neither a high score nor a low score,
by itself alone, is taken as conclusive evidence of whet a person
can or cannot do; test findings are considered all together; they
are studied in conjunction with the evidences gathered from other
sources. In other words, tests are used at iidjustnient Service v/ith
scientific caution and as merely one instrument - but at that, an
important objective tool - of individual diagnosis", The test
profile is thus seen to serve a useful purpose as a tool for both
obtaining and presenting useful information about individuals and
groups of individuals,
"iVorkers in the field of vocational counseling emphasize the
importaice of thinking interns of general occupational fields rather
than in terns of specific jobs within a field. This is particularly
importciit in these times v/hen the individual is confronted with eco-
nomic changes taking place so rapidly that versatility and adaptability
in a general industrial field are emphasized more than early special-
ization in some one particular field. The types of necessary occupt-
ticmal readjustments are many and varied.
It is interesting to note one repoi*t of a "follow-Bp study",
showing the effectiveness of the advice given by trained counselors
to those having to make occupational readjustments. Reference i^ made
(2)
to vocational guidance in Englnnf., rcpoH;ed by Angus T'acrae,
(1) Op, cit,, page 52)
(2) .Angus llacrae. Talents and Tentperaments . Appleton, Hew York,
pc^es ^79-191.

The writer concludes that "where advice v/as followed, approximately
60^ of the advisees esq^erienced satisfaction and success in their
work, as against a significantly lower percentage in cases where the
advice was not give-^".
w^ong the comprehensive studies in regard to unemplojTnent and
its related problems is that known as "The ilinnesota Unemployment
Research Project". This project is not exactly similar or comparable
to the present study of TiYA menbers, but it is of value to note the
aims and purposes of the L'Jnnesota study together vAth the technique
and procedure by which the imemployment research has been undertaken.
Pateraon states that the Minnesota Project has a two-fold aim
in dealing with each unemployed individual: first, to determine the
predominant and contributing causes or unemployment; and second, to
classify each person with respect to his actual or potential indus-
trial usefulness. This resulting classification is given as: (a) the
proportion found to be physically or mentally unfit for amployment;
(*) the proportion eligible for immeclate placement providing jobs
are available; and (c) the proportion requiring re-training prior to
(1)
placements.
Paterson further states that such a stxidy is based upon "the
fundaT.ental assumption that a new level of training efficiency may be
achieved thru a more intensive and extensive method of diagnosing
individual aptitudes than has been eustomary hitherto." Data were
secured which gave information as to: (1) Educational status and age
idien leaving school; (2) Educational ability (academic intelligence)
thru use of Pressey Educational Classification and Verification Tests
(1) D.G.Paterson, "The ilinnesota Unemployment Research Project"
Personnel Journal, 10:318-328.
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(3) Clerical <*ptit-ude ( speeci and accuracy in name and number corrpar-
iaons) as shown by the Llinnesota Vocational Test for Clerical V/orkers;
(4) Finger Dexterity and Tool Dexterity, as estimated by the O'Connor
tests for finger and tweezer dexterity; (5) Llechanical ^ptitiide, as
revealed b^ the Llinnesota ^.ssembly C'est and Minnesota Spatial Helati'^ns
Test; (6) Strength of hands, back, and legs, tested by a standard
dynamometer; (7) Occupational Interests as shown in Strong's Vocational
Interest Blank or ilanson's Occupational Interest Test; (8) Trade Skill
Proficiency tested liy the U.S.Arncr Trade Tests and by other proficiency
tests sxioh as those for type-writing and stenography; (9) Personality
Traits, such as emotional stability, feelings of inadequacy, indepent-
ence versus dependence, and dominance versus submissiveness, as mea-
sured by Bernreuter; and (10) Sensory Acuity, such as visual acuity,
color blindness, and auditory acuity. These ar^egarded ad data or
facts necessary- to the task of individual diagnosis and training.
This investigation of the causes, conditions, and effects of
vmemployment in Uinnesota was concerned with individuals of all ages
and work experiences of the three cities, liinneapolis. Saint Paul, and
Duluth. "There were three phases of the large project which embraced,
first, anHj investigation of emplo;^ent trends by industry and occupa-
tions; second, a program of individual diagnosis and training; and
third, the establishment of a unified system of labor clearance. The
llinnesota study has established itself as a method of attack or a
procedure of approach wherever similar studies are undertaken. Adapt-
ation of procedure to particular groups being studied must, however,
be made and the characteristics of the particvilar group must be
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oonstantly kept in mind in interpreting the data gathered conceminc
that group,
A second investigation of occupational abilities is that carried
on at McGill University under the direction and supervision of C. E.
Kellos? and K. W, Morton. In the words of Dr. Kellogg, "as our iilti-
mate aim was not merely to secxire insist into current local business
conditions, but to develop personnel methods that may be of real
service in industry, economy both in time and in cost of materials was
an important consideration, as also V7as ease of administration and
evaluation of results". In this ilcGill University study, the
research concerned itself with a "survey, by psychological methods, of
the abilities of tlie unanployed", of 2Iontreal, studied under "three
main part-problems:
(1) To what extent is the current unemployment problem a perma-
nent one, not merely one for the duration of the depression?
(2) Can w4, by psychological test methods, discover any measur-
able differences in intelligence, mechanical or aLerical skills,
educational level, or any character traits, between representative
groups of unemployed and employed persons, so as to reveal the rela-
tive importance of the various phases of personality for securing and
keeping jobs?
(3) Can we, by test methods, acquire more exact knowledge of
requirements for success in a wide range of specific occupations, -
the requirements not merely in general intelligence level (already
m
Morton, U.'V.
,
"Occupational abilities", with Introduction
by C. S. Kellogg, page xvii.
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known to a fair degree of approximation), "but in as many aspects of
personality as are now readily in sor.ie sense measurable?
This investigation was primarily based upon the comparison of
the "differential occupational traits - or rather such of them as can
be most easfcly and quickly differentiated - possessed "by employed and
unemployed v/orkers of various types and grades of skill. The
subjects ranged in age from 15 to over 50, a very large majority in
each of the sub-divided groups being over 25. In reporting this study,
Norton states that "the level of education and scores upon tests of
intelligence and educational achievement tended to vary concomitantly
with the level of occupation, being highest for professional, and
lowest for unskilled workers. • . .The age of unemployed men was found
to vary inversely in a consistent manner with their scores upon tests
of intelligence and with recency of employment. It tended on the
whole to bear no trustworthy relation to education, mechanical ability,
or personality deviations. Recency of eirrnloyment tended to be accompa-
nied by higher scores upon tests of intelligence, educational achieve-
ment, and clerical ability".
A. third and most extensive investigation relating to the general
problem of unemployment, occupational guidance, and adjustment is
that "Experiment in ^dult Gxiidance" set up in iTew York City for a
period of sixteen months. Under the executive direction of Br. J. H.
Bentlej'', this adjustment Service dealt with over sixteen thousand in-
dividuals of both sexes, variovis races, religions, of widely differing
nn
Morton, Op. cit.. Introduction, page xv.
(2) Morton, Op. cit., page 47.
(3) ilorton. Op. cit., pages 186 and 188.

edvusational and oocupational back^oimds, in fact, it lias been
rightly said that it dealt with a fair cross-section of the popula-
tion of the large city.^"*"^
This service profited "by the ilinnesota Unemployraent Research
Project both in the procedure well adapted to such an investigation
and in the technical counsel of Dr, U. R. Trabue whose experiences
with the 2Iinne30ta study made his advice of much value to those con-
ducting the New York adjustment Service. Dr. Trabue inaugurated the
Division of Diagnosis for ihe Adjustment Service.
The Adjustment Service made a notable contribution to the work
of counseling in that "it developed a program of gaieral coxmseling,
which was characterized by:
i. An approach to the client as an entity and not in
terms of one problem area.
ii. The use of the counselor as a coordinator and in-
terpreter of data furnished by client, testing laboratory,
psychiatrist and medical expert, and drawn from informa-
tion regarding vocational, educational, and avocational
opportunities open to him.
iii. A cooperative coto-selor-client relaticnship in vvhich
the client was given and accepted a h.i^ degree of respon-
sibility £oT the develoiment and interpretation of data
regardiiig himself and his opportunities aisi full responsi-
bility for the plan adopted.
iv. A consideration of all aspects of the client's life
These brief references have been made to the three major inves-
tigations into the problems relating to occupational unemployment
because of their contributi ons toward the solution of these problems
which have been suggested thru a testing-for-counseling or guidance
program. Bach of these studies has been directly concerned with the
problems of adults, principally. They are admittedly large steps
forward toward a better understanding of those problems faced by
(1) J. H. Bent ley, "The adjustment Service", page 45 ff.
(2) Op. cit., page 58.
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these and other large metropolitan centers with their large groups
of vmeiaployed adults*
The present study, upon v/Iiioh this report is "based, is c^n-
'ic^m*^ Irtth a particular segment of this larger group of unenployed*
It is concerned specifically with the manbers of the National Youth
Adninistration in Greater Boston. The procedxire followed in testina^
and in interpreting test data for purposes of counseling: and occupa-
tional guidance is, i- some respects, similar to the procedure fol-
lowed in the three larger studies to which references have just been
made. However, it oust be continually kept in mind that these IJYA
mecbers coinprise a recognizably more homogeneous group than the
larger grovtps of the Mnnesota, ITew York, and ^lontreal steadies. In
CHAPTER III of this report where the group as a whole is described,
it is seen that these NYA individuals are predominantly high-school
gradxiates, about nineteen years of age, with only minor occupational
e3q>eriences but over a wide variety of work, eager to grasp any and
e^ry opportunity that would seem to help them toward a "job"; most of
them seeking part-time employment that would assist them in obtaining
better educational preparation which tlfy- fully realize would make
ultimate achievement and success relatively more certain. There are also
a goodly number who have already entered hi^er academic and technical
schools and are seeking the aid to be derived from suohjsi testing and
counseling service in steering them thru the period of unemployment.
There have been no other studies exactly like this one. There
are testing programs of various kinds for the purpose of facilitating
counseling in comwction with ITYA and Employment Services in other
localities but the Boston program has preceded far along its own plan
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of attacking this problem. Therefore, one of the major purposes of
this study is to present as exact a picture of this group as possible
with a proper interpretation of that picture. Such information is
needed not only by those interested in the uneiapldyed youth of
Boston but also by other cities dealing with this problem of unemploy-
ment of youth so that all may better approximate a solution of the
problem.

CHAPTER III
THE GROUP STUDIED
The subjects of the present investigation are 528 MA yoxaag
men of the National Youth Administration of Greater Boston* They have
been refei*red to the Huntington Avenue Branch of the Boston* Young
3ton*s Christian Association for a testing program, the data of ^ich
are to he used in counseling and guidance planned for these youth.
They liave been sent for this testing program, not as a selected group,
but because they have individually sought guidance and counsel from
various supervisors and directors of OTA activities in this part of
ilassachusetts. They are thus representative of these youth coining from
families who are "on relief" or are on some government projeot provid-
ing work for such families. The present group of 528 individxials in-
clude all who had completed the battery of tests prescribed by those
in chaise of the testing program, at the time these data were assembled
by the writer for this particular report. A few had taken parts of the
battery of tests but are not included in this study since it has been
deemed best to include only those who have followed the prescribed
program to completion. (The testing service is being continued to
numerous other members of the NYA at the present time, Uarch, 1937.)
All subjects included in this study are of the Caucasian race.
All are residents of (Jreater Boston, coming from the city's cosmopol-
itan white population. For variotis reasons it was not considered
advisable to attempt a^ny comparisons or contrasts among the individuals
of different national or racial origins. One would find it not only
exteemely difficult but quite Impossible to make any satisfactory
-26-
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delimitations as to race. TABLE I clearly shows that this group
includes individuals of "Nordic" and "Uediterranean" peoples with a
few of "Alpine" stock as these classifications are sometimes applied
to people. There is the expected intermingling of racial ancestry
among all nationals. For the purposes of this study all are designated
as "Americans".
It would "be difficult and futile, in connection with the present
report, to attempt any interpretation of the test performances or
abilities of the present group "based on any differentiation of suh-
information given wlien the su"bjects tested indicated "nationality" and
thus suggests a "better picture of the cosmopolitan nature of Greater
Boston *s youth population in need of assistance. There were no
records o"btaina"ble as to those who were bom abroad or as to what gen-
eration in the United States each individual subject belongs. There
is also a possible confusion due to the fact that "Jewish" is used as
correlative with "ITalian", "Spanish", etc., as categories indicating
"national" classification. No data were available to permit a dis-
tribution of the "JBwish" group among the other or additional national
groups. However, no Jews are included in the "national" groups other
than that headed "Jewish". Because of these obvious sources of in-
accuracies in classification, it is therefore apparent why no attempt
has been made to give any statistical interpretation based upon these
groupings.
groups of "national" and "racial" origins.

TABLE I. NATIONAL ORIGINS OP 528 lElIBERS OF NYA
iMUIuUcx U 1 fCX^U UP
T + al 1 OTi xxo 21.9
t-^ Anr4 <lVkoWlSXl -" 1 o 14,2
XXX oxi w f 10.8
xUXXoxl ~ q 1.7
•JjpeulXSIl ~" Q 1.7
Q^TT*-? onk^^xXcUl — 1.7
A T'lTlATl 1 ATI _ 5 0.9
fit*o olr _ 0.9
r xoxiwii 4. 0.7
Russian - 0.7
Lithuanian 2 0.4
oA 0.4
Scotch 2 0.4
Canadian 0.2
Dutch 0.2
Sngli sh 0.2
German 0.2
Swiss 0.2
Others* 224 40.5
Total - 528
"Others" are American-bom young men of no designated
national origin other than "American".
#"x<ational origin" indicates parental origin; it does not
necessarily indicate place of birth of NYA member.

TABLE II. CHHONOLOGICAL AG^IS OP 528 MBERS OF NYA
Chronological Percentage
Age Ntmber of group
_
27 2 0.4
26 1 0.2
25 5 0.9
24 15 2.8
23 25 4.7
22 42 7.9
21 71 13.4
20 94 17.8
19* 139 26.3
18 107 20.3
17 22 4.2
16 5 0.9
Total - 528
* Tlie "mean" chronoiogical age is 19.8 years.
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TABLE II affords another pictiire of this group of 528 ITYA
members. It shows their distribution as to chronological ages to
range from 16 to 27 years inclusive, the mean chronological age for
the entire group being 19,8 years or ^nineteen years and slightly
more than seven months.
From TABLE III, one can read of their "schooling" as indicated
by the highest grade or year completed by these youth in elementary
or high-school or in college. They ranged from the sixth grade of
the elementary school to one year beyond graduation from a four-year
college. The mean academic attainment is 0.16 year less than gradu-
ation from a high-school. A very large majority of these 528 youth
or IZfi of the entire group have completed some four-year course in a
secondary school; a small minority, \Z% of the entire group, have
also attended some college frorii one to five years; and but 28 in-
dividuals or but 5^ of the entire group of 528 have not entered any
secondary school and have only reached some of the upper grades of
the elementary school. This group is thus definitely a group of
youth largely composed of recent graduates of high-schools.
This group of young men reported themselves to have been gain-
fully employed at a very large number of occupational activities, most
of them for but brief intervals of a few weeks or months. This very
multiplicity of occupational activities is stiggestive of the straits
to irfiich these youth have been put in their efforts to obtain some
kind of remunerative employment. It is also suggestive of the workers'
need for guidance into occupations for which they are fitted or trained
or which will afford opportunities for the needed training. An exami-
nation of the particular and more or less detailed occupational

TABLE III. SCHOOLING OP 528 1E:.!BEHS OP NYA
Higliest grade or Percentage
year con-pleted Number of
College, fifth year 1 - 0,2
College, foiirth year 8 1.5
College, third year - 6 1.1
College, second year 27 5.1
College, first year 27 5.1
High-school, foxjrth year* - 319 60.6
High-school, third year - 46 8.7
High-school, second year 44 8.3
High-school, first year - 22 4.2
Elementary school, ei^th grade 20 3.8
Slenentary school, seventh grade 7 1.3
Elementary school, sixth grade 1 0.2
Total - 528
* The "mean" schooling is 0.16 year less than completion
of the fotirth year of high-school.
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act itities suggests the fact that among these young men practically
every source of work-activity has "been attempted at some time or
another. There were many individuals who reported three or four
different kinds of wortc. There were also a few who did not report
themselves ever to have "been paid for any services of the nature of
'•work", llany were en^loyed during out-of-school hours and, as it weret
on a part-tise hasis. Particular significance shovild be attached to
this multiplicity of occupational activities for two reasons; first,
"because it indicates a willingness on the part of these youth to work
at any honorable occupation; and second, because it suggests a weakness
in the present socio-economic system which seemingly makes it necess-
ary to thrust youth, prepared or unprepared, into the occupational
environment •
.
In preparing a table listing the various occupational activities
in which these 528 youth have at one time or another been gainfully
employed, the writer was confronted with the difficulty of making any
classification in sharply demarcated categoried of occupations. For
example, some 38 individuals reported that they had been "laborers"
without designating any particular kind of labor; some 18 individuals
were similarly indefinite as to what they were selling when they re-
ported themselves to have been "ssdesmen"; etc. ?y far, the largest
of these general (almost properly designated as miscellaneous) classi-
fications is that of "store-clerks", in which there are 105 who have
been thus employed, the largest subdivision of these being grocery and
frait-store clerks. Some fonn of trucking has engaged 46 of the group.
There have been 26 newsboys in the group. A glance at the list shows

TABLE IV. PREVIOUS O00UPATI0K4L AUTIvI-i.-I;j;S Ui^ 528 NYA
MEMBERS FOR WHICH THEY TTHRE PAID
Occupational
activity yumbei*
Laborers - 172
Carpenter - 18
Outside painting 17
Machine-shop 14
G-arage worker 6
Sheet-metal - 6
Farm - 4
Janitor - 4
Library - 4
Butcher - 3
G-ardner - 3
Inter. decorator 3
Lumber-yard man 3
Meat-cutter - 3
Auto-polisher 2
Mattress-malcer 2
Oiler-greaser 2
Orderly ,ho spi t al 2
Shop-worker - 2
Toy-assecbler 2
TZasher, bottles 2
77orker, furniture 2
Barber - 1
Book-binder - 1
Boot-black - 1
Bowliiig alley-boy 1
Brtck-layer - 1
Cabin-boy - 1
Checker of boxds 1
Chocolate packer 1
Cigar-maker - 1
Dock-worker - 1
Elevator-boy 1
Pirecian - 1
Kitchen-helper 1
Knitting mills 1
Leather-cutter 1
Linoleum-layer 1
rill -hand - 1
Kurse - 1
Paper-hanger - 1
Porter - 1
Rubber-worker - 1
Sailor, fisherman 1
Ship-builder 1
Shoe-maker - 1
Stationary firemanl
Occupational
activity Ifamber
Laborers (Continued)
Steamfitter - 1
Steel rule die 1
Tire-checker - 1
Trade-worker - 1
TSTpe-writer rep. 1
Unspecified - 36
Store-clerks - 105
Grocery - 40
Fruit^ vegetable 15
DrugiS: soda - 9
Meat-market - 8
Clothing Sz shoe - 6
Creamery - 1
Department store 1
Fish-market - 1
Hardware - 1
Sports - 1
Tobacco - 1
Variety - 1
Unnamed - 20
Assistants to - 63
Printer - 12
Electrician - 7
Florist - 6
Plumber - 6
Tailor-presser - 4
Stone-mason - 3
Gas-station man 2
Oil-burner man - 2
Park! rig-space man 2
Architect - 1
Auto-meclianic - 1
Aviator - 1
Baker - - 1
Chiropodist - 1
Dyer-cleanser - 1
DjTiamlter - 1
Engineer - 1
Gas-flttor - 1
Hospltallaboratorj^ 1
Laboratory chemist 1
Paper-cutter - 1
Photographer - 1
II
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TABLE IV (Contlmed) PR27I0US OCCUPA^IOKAL ACTIVITIES OF
528 mA MELIBERS FOR WHICH TKEY T^ERE PAID
Ocoizpat icnal Occupational
activity number activity ITum'ber
Assistants to (Continued)
Real-estate man 1
Rvig-coii:paiiy nan 1
Ship-fitter - 1
Shoe repair man 1
Surveyor - 1
Undertaker - 1
Office work - 60
Clerk - 14
O^ist - 11
File-clerk - 10
Ass*t Booklqpr 9
Office-boy - 9
Stenographer 4
Accountant - 1
Broker-clerk - 1
Law-clerk - 1
Shipping, packing, etc. 49
Shipper-packer 34
Stock-boy _ 11
Shipping-clerk 2
Boiler-crater - 1
Tomato-packer - 1
Trucking, etc.
Chaiiffeur - 17
Ice-delive2*y - 4
I£ilk-delivery 1
Oil-delivery - 1
General trucking23
46
Uessengers
Telegraph
Errand-boys -
Delivery-bo3'S
43
17
14
12
Athletics, Sports, etc. 39
Recreation Idr. 16
Life-guard - 7
Gym. asst. - 5
Boxing - 2
Golf-coaching 2
Doorman-sports 1
Athletics, etc. (Continued
Helper, Boys 'club 1
Sunnier Camp - 1
Salesman - - 30
Candy at stadium 2
Llagazine - 2
Vacaum-clesner 2
Canvassing - 1
loe-crean - 1
Printing - 1
Program, sports 1
Religious goods 1
V/ood - - 1
Unnamed - 18
Hotel, cafe, etc. 29
Busboy - 8
Waiter - 6
Cook - - 4
Dishwasher - 3
Kitchen-helper 2
Bartender - 1
Bell-^hop - 1
Coab-checker - 1
Counter-boy - 1
Mght-clerk - 1
Stev;ard - 1
newsboys - 26
llusic. Art, etc. 22
String-bands - 7
Guitar-Jlsyers 2
Club-orchestra 2
Singer, night cli^b 2
Singer, radio - 2
Actor - 1
Drummer, orch. 1
Cafe-orchestra 1
Horn-player - 1
Jazz-orchestra 1
Street-band - 1
TaiD-dancer - 1

TABLE IV. (Concluded) PREVIOUS OCCUPATIOIUL ACTIVITIES OF
528 NYA M5JIBERS FOR WHICH THEY '.VERE PAID
Ocoirpatiorial
Activity ITunber
Social Service, Tch»g. 15
Interpreter - 3
Investigator - 3
School-toacher - 2
Printing-teacher 1
Gen. Social Service 6
Postal clerks & carriers 12
Ushers - 11
Theatre - 10
Race-track - 1
lliscellaneoxis - 10
Total 732

a wide variety of activities at which, "but a single individual has
been employed. Parenthetically it seems appropriate to point out
this evidence of the highly complex nature of the task which "befalls
him who would ooimsel such a group.
The socio-economic picture of this group of 528 HYA memlDers may
"be summarized in a few statements. They are of many national origins:
2l»9fo are of Italian origin; 14.2^, Jewish; 10,9^, Irish; and there
are a few representatives of other national origins in additionJi to
the 40,5/3 who are listed as "others" or "Americans". Their mean
chronological age is 19,8 years ranging from 16 to 27, Their mean
schooling as indicated by the highest grade or year completed is but
0.16 of a year less than graduation from a high-school. Il^ey are all
of the Caucasian race and are from families who are "on relief" or on
some governmental work project. They have engaged in almost unlimited
minor occupatioaal activities mostly of very short duration. As a
group, they appear eager yoxmg "Americans" seeking opportunities for
honorable employment and vocational training.
The question is raised in regard to how well this particular
group is representative of the general Boston population of their
particular age-level and economic-social atatus. Recotirse was had to
the 1930 federal census which affords an opportunity for such a com-
parison. TABLE II (page 28) of the present report of these 528 ITYA
members shov/s them to have but 27 or 5.1^ of their group who are under
18 years of age and but 48 or 9^ of the entire group who are 23 years
of age or older; there are 246 or 55)"^ of the group who are 18 or 19
years of age; 165 or 31,2^ are 20 or 21 years of age; and 25 or 4.7^
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are 23 years of age. From the census dtita for male youth of 18 and 19
years of age who are not gainfully employed nor attending school there
are found to "be 893, One must needs recognize that any comparison
"between 1930 and 1936 figures are open to error hecause of unchecked
changes. V/ith this in mind, it may "be stated that the 246 of the 528
HJfA members upon whom this report is based would be 27.5^ of the 893
reported in the census as neither gainful workers nor attendants at
school who are 18 and 19 years of age. Of the 20 year-olds, the 94
individuals of this age in the present study represent 25 .9^0 of the 363
who weret in 1930, reported as neither gainfully employed nor attend-
ing school. The numbers in the other age-groups of the present study
are too small to warrant any attempt at such comparisons. The compari-
sons for the 18, 19, and 20 year groups ire seen as significant and
justified in the light of the fact that the major nianber of these EYA
members are in these age-groups.
Prom this discussion, it can be seen that these ITIA members upon
whom this investigation is based may be said to comprise at least one-
fourth of such Boston male youth who are neither gainfully occupied
nor attending school. There are no data available to Bhow how the
other youth of these ages and occupational status in Greater Boston
would compare with these who are availing thOTiselves of the testing-
counseling service. One may surmise that many are not from families
"on relief" as are all of the IJYA monbers. The writer is of the
opinion that the individuals in the present study well represent the
youth of Greater Boston of similar occupational and educational
status.

CHAPa?ER rv
THE BATOERY OF lESTS
Coimseliiig and guidance of individuals to be effective must be
baaed upon as complete a picture of the individual as it is possible
to obtain* As stated in most discussions of guidance and counseling,
the problem involves not only the finding of the occtrpation best suited
to the individual but also the finding of the individual best suited
for a particular occupational activity. Trabue, writing on "Occu-
pational Ability Patterns" in the Personnel Journal discusses the need
for a complete picture of the individual and lists the following as
essential for such an understanding: (1) a complete occupational
history of the individual si5)plemented by vocational, social, personal,
and family data, obtained fron the individual, from his fhrmer employ-
ers, and from the various social agencies with which he had come in
contact; (2) a thoro examination of physical health and streiigth • • •;
(3) olqjective records of educational and intellectual achievements; (4)
tests of clerical speed and accuracy; (5) measures of dexterity with
fingers and hands; (6) tests of mechanical ability; (7) interests
claimed, and interest patterns revealed by tests; and (8) personality
as revealed by personal interviews and personality pattern tests.
Trabue further stresses the helpfulness of individual profiles
'wSiich sunxoarize all of the data derived from various sources relative
to that individual. Again one is warned that while data may rightly be
(Dm. R. Trabue, "Occupational Ability Patterns", Personnel
Journal, Vol. 9, 1933, pages 344-351.
-37-
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derived from both group and individual testing and interviews, the
use of these data in counseling is essentially a dealing with separ-
ate individualities or personalities. It is in this that effective
and intelligent guidance takes place. Referring to his studies at
Minnesota, Trahue concludes that "our experience indicates that those
people who are successful and happy in a given occupation have
definite and distinctive patterns of ability as well as distinctive
patterns of interest • . • The ability patterns for sane occupations
are very much alike, vdiile those for other occupations are decidedly
(1)
different". It seems probable that there are definite "families
of occupations" and that one occupation in the family calls for almost
exactly the same patterns of ability as any other, altho the "specific
knowledge or skill required in the two occupations may be quite
different".
Data derived from testing should be considered as showing "symp-
toms of attitudes or trends in tendencies or interests, or approximate
and relative degrees of performances and achievements. They show
within what relative band or zone of values given to attitudes, inter-
ests, abilitites, and so on, a particular Individual falls. As has
been said by Bin^am, "^en thinking about a person's ability as
expressed by a single score on a particular test, his adviser then
notes not only the point -vftiere the obtained score is located on a
scale or in a table of norms. He thinks of the zone , the band or
penumbra of values about that point, within which the person's true
score probably lies. Ho examination, no test, no instrument of pre-
cision. yields a perfectly reliable measure of a person's ability to do
(1) Trabue, op. cit., pages 350-351.
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jnst such, tasks as those set by the test. His true ability in such
tasks, to be sure, approximates the ability he demonstrated when he
took the test. The more reliable the test, the narrower is this
zpne of approximation. With a highly reliable test, chances are good
that an estimated true score approximates an obtained score fairly
closely. But even here it is safer to think of the zpne or band of
values within which his true score probably lies, rather than to
think only of his reported score or of his estimated true score". ^"^^
The tests upon whose scores the present report is based were
administered and scored by a competent staff of workers, selected
for this purpose because of their proven competence. Genuine whole-
hearted cooperation characterized practically every individual youth
who went thru the testing service. This earnest cooperative spirit
must be explained as showing an eagerness on the part of the testees
to submit themselves to whatever procedures those in charge of the
testing service considered to be helpful. Too much cannot be said
of this willingness to do his part -vhich has been the consensus of the
opinions of the testers in charge.
Data for the present investigation are derived from a battery of
tests given to each of the 528 NYA m^bers. This battery of tests was
determined upon by oonipetent experts in the fields of testing and
counseling as meeting the minimum requirements of such a testing and
counseling service. These experts selected these particular tests and
measures after a consideration of available tests and of the needs of
this particular group of young iimericans with vtiom they were to be used.
)1) Walter V. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing , page 255.
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The Specific tests and measures making up this battery are as
follow*:
a. Revised Alpha Examination, Form 5
h. Beclacan's Revision of Allport's Reaction Study
0. O'Connor's Clerical Aptitude Test
d. O'Connor's Uechanical Aptitude Test
e. O'Connor's Test for Finger Dexterity
f. O'Connor's Test for Tweezer Dexterity
g. Strong's Vocational Interest Blank (for lien)
h. Clark Revision of Thurstone's Personality Schedule
1. Wells-Atwell Vocabulary Test.
Information was also obtained in regard to the various occupap-
tions, if any, in which these individual ITZA menbers had been engaged
prior to their "beginning this testing program. There was also inform-
ation about many of the subjects concerning their occupational ex-
periences after having gone thru the testing service and the test data
were accessible to the counselors for guidance.
Description of the Tests Used
The Revised Alplia Examination, Form 5, was the test used to
measure "ability to learn". This revision of the well known "Army Alpha"
is by Wells and is described by him in the Personnel Journal, Volume 10,
(1932), pages 411-417. The revision is like the original in that it has
ei^t dividions or subtests, ^ells eliminated the first subtest which
he declared to be a sheer administrative nuisance. In its place he
substituted a simple addition test, "owing to the obsolescence of its
items" and was of unequal adaptability to men and women. In its place
was substituted a "relatively elaborate directions test". The sixth
subtest in the original r^ains unchanged in the revision. Subtests
three, four, five, and seven were altered so as to bring their answers
into a single vertical column to facilitate scoring. In its final form
t
this revision may be described as having eight sections or subtests:
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first, Sinrple Ad/dltion of nranbers having from one to four digits;
second, Arithmetic Problems; third. Practical and Comaon Sense Judg-
ment; fourth. Synonyms and Antonyms; fifth. Disarranged Sentences;
sixth. Number Series Completion; seventh. Analogies; and wi^h. In-
formation, The subtests have from 12 to 40 items. The time allftwed
fot the accomplishment of the subtests is from l|- to 5 minutes.
The norms for the revision show a translation of the raw test
scores to percentile rankings based upon "the general adult pomlation".
In the words of the author of the revision, "the present revision of
the Army Alpha Bxa^iination has been modified so as (1) to make the test
easier to give and to score; (2) to make it more appropriate for edu-
cational or business use; and (3) to keep its contents from going out
of date".
An "intelligence test" like the Army Alpha is of tise in such a
program as the investigation here reported chiefly because the individual
scores serve "as indicators of the general occupational level for which
a person is able to prepare, and in laSiioh he is most likely to succeed
and to find his working associates intellectually congenial", states
Bin^iam. '
The Beckman Hevision of the Allport and Allport Ascendance-Sub-
mission Reaction,is a revision especially for "business -ose". The
purpose of such a measure is stated by the authors in their llanual of
Directions to be "to discover the disposition of an Individual to
dominate his fellows {or to be dominated by them) in various face-to-
face relationships of everyday life". It is self-administering and
with no time limit. The success of the test is closely related to the
)1) Bin^am, Op.clt., page 331.

sincerity and cooperativeness of the testae* It seeks to learn what
are the actual reactions -what one one actually does - rather than
one's idea of what he whould or would do imder such clrcxmstances as
indicated in the test. The test is referred to as a form to "be filled
out by the testee. The authors of the test indicate that the "test"
fails in its purpose if the testee has previously "been told that it
measures aggressiveness and suhmissiveness since many subjects have
the notion that ascendance is intrinsically more desirable than suh-
mission. Actual life situations make it ^pear "that the suhmissive
person is often not only socially pleasing, hut in the long run as
successful in his adjustments as the ascendant person". Other
traits may be present that make for effectiveness in daily living.
In scoring the test "each response-choice checked is considered
as having a diagnostic value for indicating ascendance or submission
according to the score values", in the table evolved by the authors.
The original scale is said by the authors to have a reliability of
0,74 for the Form for lien. The authors state "concerning validity,
there is greater question, owing to the lack of suitable criteria for
validation. Using ratings, a criterion notably subject to error,
various correlations have yielded coefficients ranging from ^0.29 to
fO.79. The ultimate validity of the study will in all probability be
established only in terms of its practical success in vocational
guidance, clinical, and personnel work", (2) and other forms of per-
sonality study.
It is repeatedly ecrphasized "that ascendance is not intrinsically
(1) Allport, (j, T7. and Allport, F. H. "Manual of Directions,
Scoring Values, and Norms" (Revised Edition), page 3.
(2) Allport and Allport, Op. cit,, page 13.
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more desirable than submission'*, "Men with submissive scores, other
traits being favorable, might logically consider college teaching,
architecture, art, farming, book-beeping, dentistry, editing, writing,
music, secretary-ship, mechanics, etc. Those who are ascendant in
their scores would perhaps have a special advantage in salesmanship,
executive work, factory-management, law, politics, organizing, and
kindred occupations", As reported in this present study in sub-
sequent references, the hi^ percentiles represent excessively sub-
missive scores, and the low percentiles represent excessively aggress-
ive scores, the cent ilea then, being given as from excessively
aggressive thru moderately a^ressive, neutral, moderately sulmissive,
to excessively submissive at the top.
The full significance of these traits of ascendance or submission
for a particular individual is evident in the choice of a particular,
specialized field of occupational activity within the wider, larger,
general field, rather than in any decision upon a general, broad field
itself. An illustration is that of the legal profession; the fitting,
prosecuting attorney is rightly expected to be aggressive, and the
research worker in the field of law is properly of a more submissive,
(at least, of a less aggressive) tjcpe than is the foimer.
The four tests for special aptitude by Johnson O'Connor - tests
f^ Clerical Aptitude, £!eohanical Aptitude, Finger Dexterity, and
Tweezer Dexterity (Handling Tools) - are descrilied and evaluated by
O'Connor in his book, "Bom That T7ay",
The test for Clerical Aptitude consists of thirty pairs of numbers
(1) AUport and Allport, op.cit,, page 15,
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ranging froih t©^ to eleven digits. The one tested Is to observe and
to oheok those paT^Tr of digits whioh are unlilce. All pairs are to be
considered. The scoring is based vL-pon the accuracy of the checking
and the time required to cocrplete the test.
The test for Mechanical Aptitude consists of the placing togeth-
er by the testee of the nine pieces of the •'Wiggly Block" after the
tester has given a formal explanation and demonstration of its parts,
showing the block out vertically and horizontally forming nine pieces.
The ecoring is based upon the time required in three trials properly
to reassemble the scattered and disarranged nine pieces forming this
"Wiggly Block". The variability among individuals in reassembling the
block is reported b-; O'Connor to be from thirty seconds to thirty
minutes. A time limit of ten minutes is given to this particular test.
The factor of learning thru practice in the three trials Is taken into
account in the scoring of the test results. The author directs that
the final score be the average of the sum of three trials ?fiien the first
is multiplied by 1.0; th^econd, by 1,4; and the third, by 1,7. "the
test is designed to measure the capacity for visualizing structure in
three dimensions, for seeing structure in space - thejf tt^pe of aptitude
possessed by successful engineers".
The test for Finger Dexterity is a "Worksample Test", It consists
of a metal plate (called a "board") In which are drilled 100 holes, 10
In each of 10 parallel, even rows, each hole large enough to hold three
small metal pins. By the side of this "board" is a shallow tray In
which are piled 300 one-inch metal pegs of "pins". The individual who
is being tested is directed to pick up three pins at a tine and to place
them in the holes as faat as he can. The testee 's score is determined

"by a simple formula Bsing the exact number of seconds necessary to fill
all the holes. "This test measures the speed with which an individual
can use his fingers in work requiring fine eye-hand coordination. A
practice-period is provided for before the formal test begins.
The test for Tweezer Dexterity (Handling Tools) is also a "Work-
sample Test". The equipment for this test is similar to that required
for the test for finger dexterity, described above. The board, 5f
inches wide and 12 inches long, contains 100 drilled holes in one half,
the other half being the tray in wiiich more than 100 "pins" are placed.
The holes in this board are smaller than those in the baard for measur-
ing finger dexterity; they are^ut someteiat larger than a single peg or
"pin". The testee's task consists in picking up a pin with the aid of
a standard pair of tweezers and placing the pin in a hole of the board.
The score is determined by a simple formula using the exact number of
seconds necessary to fill all of the 100 holes. Provision is also mad©
for a practice peilod before the formal testing begins. The author of
the test states that "the test measures the speed with which an in-
dividxial can use tweezers or similar small tools".
The Vocational Interest Blank (for Men) by B. K. Strong, Jr.
consist., of eight pages covering 420 items arra2iged in eight parts in-
cluding: (1) Occupations; (2) Amusements; (3) School Subjects; (4)
Activities; (5) Peculiarities of People; (6) Order of Preference of
Activities; (7) Comparison of Interest betv/een Two Items; and (8)
Rating of Present Abilities and Characteristics. The testee responds
by indicating whether he likes, dislikes, or is indifferent to each
item. One report
says "extensive research has shown that different
occupational groups have different patterns of interest. It is

possible to compare an Individiial 's pattern of likes and dislikes with
those of successful men" in different occupational groups.
Strong himcelf holds that the test measures '^oommunity of Iuf-
terest" and may thus "be distinguished/ from "aMlity". "It is aasxmed
that a person will be more successful, given the necessary amount of
intelligence and ability, if he also has the typical interests and
(2)
characteristics of successful persons in the occupation".
The Strong Vocational Interest Blank (for IJen) may "be scored for
the following occupations which are given as grouped by the author of
the blank in his llanual, page 4:
Group I - Uathematician, Physicist, Engineer, Chemist, Physician
Psychologist, Architect, Farmer, Artist, Gairpenter;
Group I la - Lawyer, Journalist, Ad^rtiser;
Group lib - Life-insurance Salesman, Real Estate Salesman;
Group Ilia - Minister, Teacher, JIasician;
Group Illb - Y. M, B. A. Secretary, Y. n. G. A. Physical Director
Personnel T;Tanager, School Superintendent;
Group IV - Purchasing Agent, Office Worker, Accountant, Vacuum
Gleaner Salesman, Policeman; and
Group V - Certified Public Accoimtant.
In filling in this blank, there is no set time limit, but the
testee is encouraged to respond to first impressions. In scoring the
test, the various 420 items are weighted for each occupation, thus se-
curing a separate score for each occupation scored.
The author of the blank states that the reliability of 21 scales
is 0.89. The coefficient fal^^ below 0.80 in only three cases - that of
personnel manager (0«78), interest maturity (0,78), and certified
(1 iG.L.Bergem, G.Schueidler, and L.R.Sherman, "Use of Tests in
Adjustment Service", page 53.
(2) Bergem, Schneidler, and Sherman, Op. cit., page 53.
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public accountant (0,74). In ten cases the coefficient is 0,90 or
higher. In follow-up studies, Stroiag in his Manual, page 11, reports
an "average correlation for peraanence for five years for 21 scales is
•75". As to the validity of the test, the author finds that the tost
satisfactorily indicates interest when consideration is given to the
fact that many have not yet decided upon a career and many who have
will change their pland in the future". The real validity can be
checked only by following the subjects for five or ten years and com-
paring their careers with their present scores.
The blank is scored in stich a v;ay that a rating of A, B4, B, B-,
or C is given for each vocation for which the testee's interest is
scored. Strong interprets these ratings as having the following mean-
ings: - The rating of A means "yes" in answer to the question, "Does
the individual have the interests characteristic of a particular
occupation?"; that of C means an answer of "no" to the same question,
A covmselor would interpret a as approximating an A, and a B- as
(1)
Approaching a C.
One seeMng information concerning an individual's occupational
interests will raise the question in regard to the degree of relative
perrnanence of the interest patterns revealed. Strong, as quoted on
this subject in his mantial, noted a relative constancy after a five-
year period expressed by an average correlation of 0.75 between test
and re-test at the beginning and end of the period. IPhere are instances
where interest patterns do change, but rarely to such an extent that
(l)Edward K. Strong, Jr., lianual for Vocational Interest Blank
for iien, pages 8-9.
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an A rating would beoome a C. Interest patterns change less and
less as people mature, reaching a fair degree of stability 1^ the
time the individual is chronologically 25 years of age-
Along this line of discussion, Bingham states "a counselor may
suggest for serious consideration any occupation in T?iiich the rating
is A or B+, Conversely, no occupation in which the interest rating is
C should be finally selected without very careful scrutiny. The
interests of young people who rate B sometimes ripen and take shape
later as undoubted interests in that line. This possibility must be
taken into consideration. The C ratings, on the other hand, rarely
change to A in later years".
The Clark Revision of the Thurstone Personality Schedule is by
H, R. Willoughby. It consists of twenty-five questions viiich the
subject is to answer by encircling one of the five numbers; 0, 1, 2,
3, or 4, with the understanding that "0" means "no", "never", "not at
all"; "1" means "somewhat", "sometimes", "a little", etc.; "2" means
"about as often as not", "an average amount", etc.; and "3" means
"usually", " a good deal", "rather often", etc.; and "4" means "prac-
tically always", "entirely", etc. Che scoring of the test consists of
adding the circled responses. The scores are given as Jl, 0 to 14; B,
15 to 24; C, 25 to 39; D, 40 to 54; and 3, 55 to the maximum of 100.
The test is "adapted to use ... in any situation in which it is
[I
desired to obtain the neurotic tendencies of an individual or group".
Thurstone considers the A and E individiials as of particular
significance. An A individual is interpreted "as particularly fitted
(1) 7. Y. Bingham, Op. cit., pages 354-357.
(2) "Directions" for Thurstone Personality Schedule, Clark
Revision.
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for woi* of an irritating or exasperating nature, especially in con-
nection with the routine handling of annoying "but superficial human
contacts. The business executive, the classroom teacher, the sales-
man, etc. could with profit be selected from this group. The E
individual, on the other hand, is likely to be one fitted for ci^ative
consideration of difficult problems or for appreciation or therapy
of personality difficulties. Prom this group, individiials could be
selected with good probability of success for research, creative art,
psychiatry, or individual teaching. Persons v;ith E scores may in
addition be so maladjusted that some form of psychotherapy is desirable;
in any event, they will ordinarily function with maximum efficiency and
minimum discomfort in a considerate environment. The trait meas\a*ed by
the scale is not related to intellectual ability and probably only
slightly to introversion and extroversion". The reliability of the
revision is given as 0.91. (1)
The relations between personality and occupation are of some
importance in deciding whether or not the individual seeking counsel
should decide to study in school or as an apprentice preparatory to
entering a general occupational field. But one's "personality" mast
be given full consideration in deciding upon a particular line of
occupational activity within tha-^arger and more general field of
occupations.
(l)"Directions" for Thurstone Personality Schedule, Clark
Revision.

CENTER V
AlULYSIS OF DATA FRO^I SEPARATE TESTS
This section of the report of the study of 528 ITA memters will
present the data from the "battery tests. The data for each individual
test will "be presented separately with an interpretation of that
particular test from a consideration of the group of 528 individuals
as a Tdiole. There vail then follow an interpretation of these tests
as they are related among themselves, an interpretation of the value of
battery of tests for such a group of individuals as have teen tested in
connection with the present program set up for a testing-for-counseling
service.
The Revised Alpha Szanination, Form 5, was used to estimate
"ability to learn". The scores of the 528 individuals in the present
stvuiy are reported in TABLE Y, page 51. The "percentile rankings" are
the percentage of the general adult population vfcich a person having a
given percentile ranMngs "based on his "score" may be espected to
surpass in the test. The "quartiles" indicate the quart ile distribu^
tions of the percentile rankings as given by the author of the test
and. do not refer to the distribution of this particular group of 2TYA
members. In the column under the heading of "percentages", TABLE V,
are given the percentage of the group of 528 liYA individuals whose
scores are in that particular vigintile in the column of percentile
rankings of the general population upon whom the "norms" are based.
It is thus important to remember that any reference to "percentile
(1) A "vigintile" is one of the twenty equal distributions of
the 100 centiles; it represents 5 centiles.
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TABLE V - DISTIIIBU2I0K OF 528 NYA MEMBERS
SCORED FOR "ABILITY TO LEARIT"
Percentile ranking Frequency
for tot&l -po-pulation for this group Percentage
95-100 - - 104 - 19.7
^'^
90-94 113 21«4
85-89 73 13*6
80-84* - - 74 — 14.0
75-79 38 7.2
70—74 — — 33 6.2
65-69 27 5.1
60-64 15 2.8
DO—by - - 14 2.7
50-54 5 0.9
45-49 5 0.9
40-44 4 0.7
35-39 7 1.3
30-34 4 0.7
25-29 2 0.4
20-24 7 1.3
15-19 1 0.2
10-14 1 0.2
5-9 1 0.2
0-4 0 0.0
Total 528
Q3
Q2
01
Mean, 81.91 percentile.
S.D., 3.35 (ir^terms of intervals)
Boston Jniversity
School of EducaU.on

FIGURE 1 - Percentage of 528 KYA Members in Each Decile of
Percentile Rankings for Total Population ^^Tien Scored for
"Ability to Learn".
1>
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ranking" is a reference to a cornparison of some individual or sub-
group of the 528 ITYA members with, the "norms'' of that particular test
or measure and not to any cotsparison of individuals within the group
of 528 irZA members itself.
From TABLE V, it is seen that there are 402 or 76.13f^ of the
entire group of 528 ITYA manbers, on the basis of this meastarenent of
"ability to learn", who are classified in the highest quartile of that
population jifupon whom the "norms" are based; there are 94 or 17,80^
in the next 'l»wer quartile (between the 50th and the 74th percentiles);
22 or 4.02^ are between the first and second quart iles (between the 25th
and the 49th percentiles); and there are but 10 individuals of the group
or 1«89/^ who are in the lowest quartile of percentile rankings of the
general population. These coriparisons at once suggest the general
superiority in "ability to learn" as measured by the instrument used in
obtaining the present data. Further comment and an interpretation of
these restilts •^e.:^iven in that section devoted to the interpretation of
test data in CHAPTER VI.
The instrument used for measuring ascendancy and submission was
the Beckman Revision of the Allport and Allport Reaction Study, The
scores made on this test by the 528 KYA manbers are given in TABLE YI«
The score values have been assigned percentile rankings in accordance
with the "norms" established by the authors of the test. These rank-
ings are given in deciles. In this table, the highest decile, that
including the 90th percentile and all above that, indicates the great-
est degree of "submission" and is designated as S4« The lowest decile
that from zero to the ninth percentile inclusive, indicates the
greatest degree of "ascendancy" or aggressiveness and is designated
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as A4. In between these two extremes, S4 and ^4, th.e remaining
deciles are designated as S3; S2; SI; Average, the two deciles frora
the 40th to the 59th percentiles inclusive; Al; A2; and A3. In
Interpreting this table, one must keep in mind that the deciles refer
to "norms" and in no way refer to the scores made "by the subjects of
the present stiady.
An analysis of the scores of these indi victuals shows them to be
grouped as follows according to their degree of ascendancy or sub-
mission: 126, or 23,86;t of the entire groitp of 528 individuals, are
rated as S4, or highly and significantly "stiTraissive"; 90, or 17.04^,
are rated as S3; 88, or 16.6;^, as S2; 50, ct- 9,4:6%, as SI; 83, or
15,71^, as Average; 36, or 6,81%, as Al; 36, or 6.81^, as A2; 9, or
1,70^, as A3; and 10, or l,e9;i, as A4 or highly and significantly
"ascendant" or aggressive.
In the colv!^ headed "percentage" are given the percentage of
the entire grovrp of 528 IIYA members whose scores place them in the
particular deciles of percentile rankings. Considering the entire
group, the test scores show many more who are rated as "submissive
than those who are rated as "ascendant" or aggressive as these charac-
teristics are measured by the instrumen^^n the present investigation.
TThile the group as a vdiole is thu-s designated as being more
submissive than aggressive, the analyiti of individual subjects shows
a wide range of this characteristic. In CHAPTER VII, in certain
selected cases, there are noted some indlvidxials who are markedly sub-
missive and others who are equally markedly aggressive.

TABLE YI - DISTRIBUTION OF 528 KYA MEIIBERS
FOR "ASCEIMICT-SUBIIISSIOF'
Percentile r&nking Prequency for
for total pp-pulation thi3 grpnx> Rating Percentage
90-100 126 - *S4 - 23.66
80-89 90 - S3 - 17.04
70-79 88 - S2 - 16.67
60-69# 50 - SI - 9.46
50-59 49 -Average - 9.27
40-49 34 Average 6.44
30-39 36 - *A1 - 6.81
20-29 36 - A2 - 6.81
10-19 9 - A3 - 1.70
0- 9 10 - A4 - 1.89
Total - 528
* "S" stands for "suTmissive"; "A", for "ascendant".
# Slean, 68.26 percentile.
S.D., 2.46 (in terns of intervals).

PKtTJRE 2 - Percentage of 528 EYA Ilenibers in Each Decile of
Percentile Rankings for Total Popiilation "iVhen Scored for
"Asoendancy-sulsmi s sion " •
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As Stated in the description of the "battery of tests used in
obtaining the data upon which this study is based, the test to
estimate "clerical egotitude" is that of O'Connor. The interpretation
which O'Connor woxild give to the test scores is described by him as
follows in his book "Bom That Way", The "norms" are in terms of
percentile rankings; A being the highest quartile or showing that the
individuals in this quartile possess this f^titude to a greater degree
than 75/j of the population ^pon \rfiom the norms are based; B, being
the next highest quartile, or froib the 50th to the 74th percentiles,
inclusive; G, being those from the 25th to the 49th percentiles,
inclusive; and D, being those in the lowest quartile.
The author of the test, O'Connor, states that the individual
"who grades A in Worksarrple 1 (Clerical Aptitude) has seventy chances
in a hundred of success in any of the clerical occupations". He gives
a series of clerical occupations incli;ding machine calculating, etc.;
stock and production work; typing; stenciling, stenography, secretarial
work, etc.; and accounting in various fccms. He further interprets
the scores by stating that "one who grades B . . . has thirty chances
in one hundred of equal success in the same clerical field; ane who
grades C, ten chances; and D, two chances. . • The choice of a
particular clerical line, the decisions between one speciality and
another, rests in part upon schooling; in part upon acquired, detailed
knowledge and training; and in part upon scores in other work-
samples".
(1) Johnson O'Connor, Bom That V/ay, page 167.
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Tlie 528 individuals in the present investigation received
soores in the O'Connor test for "cleriosl aptitude" which gave them
percentile rankings, based upon the author's "norms" as shovm in
T^LE VII, page 59. In interpreting this tahle, the reader is
cautioned that the percentile rankings do not refer to a ranking within
the 528 NYA memhers but to their comparisons with the individuals
upon whom these norms are based, Tiie peroentage column refers to this
particular group of ITIA members.
The percentile rankings for "clerical aptitude" ranged from the
lowest vigintile to the highest, the mean percentile ranking being
63.36 with the standard deviation, in terms of intervals, being 5.03.
Of this group of 528 individuals, there are 225, or 42.6':^, who are
rated in the highest quaartile or as in "clerical aptitude"; there
are 130, or 24.62-;:, ^o are rated as B; 126, or 23.86^, rated as C;
and 47, or 8.9fj, rated as D. The group, as a whole, is thus shown to
be significantly high in clerical aptitude as this aptitude is
measured by the present instrument.

TABLE VII - DISTRIBUTION OF 528 MA MEIIBERS
SCOBED FOE "CLERICAL APTITUDE"
Percentile ranking Frequency for
for total population this ^roup Percentage
95-100 - 41 - 7.76
90-94 - 45 - 8.52
85-89 - 39 - 7.38
80-84 - 51 - 9.66
75-79 ^ 49 ^ 9.27
70-74 - 38 - 7.19'
65-69 - 11 - 2.08
60-64* - 39 - 7.38
55-59 - 17 - 3.22
50-54
- 25 " 4^73
_ ^
45-49 - 42 - 7.95
40-44 - 16 - 3.02
35-39 - 23 - 4.35
30-34 - 28 - 5.30
25-29. ~ 17 ^- 3^22
20-24 - 15 - 2.84 ^
15-19 - 13 - 2.46
10-14 - 9 - 1.70
5-9 - 7 - 1.32
0- 4
- 3 - 0.57
Total - 528
* Mean, 63.36 percentile.
S.D., 5.03 (i:3tenns of intervals)

PIGDTffi 3 - Percentage of 528 ITYA Lleobers in Each Decile of
Percentile Bankings for Total Population When Scored for
"Clerical Aptitude",
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The "mechanioal aptitude" of these 528 NYi. members is estimated
by liieir perforraanoes in reassembling the O'Connor TVigg^ly Blook".
Their scores are given percentile rankings based upon "norms" set up
by O'Connor. The interpretations of these scores and their percentile
rankings are in accordance with the interpretations of the author of
the test as described by him in his book, "Bom That Way". j^in
the ratings of A, B, C, or D are assigned to the four quai'tile dis-
tributions of the percentiles. A represents the highest quartile; B,
the next, etc.. The individual "who grades A or B in Worksample 5,
(Mechanical Aptitude), easily visualizes mechanical structure in three
dimensions, an ability which, for want of a more fitting name, has been
called mechanical aptitude, and which is an important element of success
in the following occupations". The author then lists various occupa-
tional activities from box-making or packing, welding, mechanical
assembling of all types, etc.; machining, including punch press oper-
ating, machinee setting-up and repairing, etc.; student training thru
apprenticeship; drafting; engineering, laboratory, oonmercial, etc.;
medical work or surgery; and scientific research. He further states
that this worksample "does not show skill in handling tools or manual
dexterity of any kind, but the mental endowment v^ich underlies
success in every occupation which demands visualization of concrete
structure from machin^ to surgery".^^'
The individual whose percentile rating gives him a grade of A
"has sixty-five chances in a hundred of success; one grading B, thirty
(1) Johnson O'Connor, Bom That T7ay , page 169 ff.
(2) Op. cit., page 171.

chances in a hundred of eqxml success in the same type of work; one
making C, ten chances in a htmdred; and one grading D, only tvn
chances". O'Connor would urge the boy who receives an A in mechani-
cal aptitude and who is above average for his age scholastically to
seek further knowledge in an engineering or technical college in
either mechanical or electrical worlc. The boy who receives an A in
mechanical aptitude but who is below the average of his a-^e in school-
work would ordinarily be advised to enter sorae vocational school
"where he will have training in die-making, tool-mald.ng, or all-raund
machine work".^^^
In TABL3 VIII is shown the distribution of the 528 ITTA members
when given percentile rankings which compare them with the "norms"
determined by the author of the test. In interpreting this table, it
is well to repeat the warning that the q.uartiles as well as the per-
centiles refer to the distribution of the "norms" and the percentages
refer to this particular group of 'hYA individuals.
The table clearly shows a preponderance of individuals in the
two lowest quartiles. There are 196 individtials, or 37.1EJj, of the
entire group, who are rated D; of these L's, there ai-e 106, or 20.175^,
of the entire group of 528, who are in the lowest vigintile having
percentile rankings from zero to four, many of these having failed
entirely in their attempt to reassemble the •'Wiggly Block", This
(2)large score at zero may be a measure of the inadequacy of the test.'
(1) Johnson O'Connor, Bom That 77ay , page 171.
(2) The reader is referred to Dr. Helen Pallister's article,
"American Psychologists Judged 53 Vocational Tests", Journal of Applied
Psychology, Vol,XX, No. 6, pp. 561-768; and to CHAPTSR VIII of this
present report.

TABLE VIII - DISTRIBUTION OF 528 HYA lIEIffiSRS
SCOBED FOH "ilECHAIIIGAL APTITUDE"
Percentile ranl-lng Frequency for
for total pQ-pulation this group Percentaj^.
n C T Art95-100 — 8 1*51
90-94 — 12 2.27
r\ Art85-89 21 rf A ff3.97
80-84 — 12 mm 2.27
75-79 1 A18 3*41
i 1
oo—by **
bU—b4
55-59 27 5.11
50-54 21 3.97
45-49 29 5.49
40-44 18 3.41
35-39* 46 9.09
30-34 36 6.81
25-29 23 4.35
20-24 24 4.54
15-19 35 6.63
10-14 27 5.11
5- 9 4 0.76
0- 4 106 20.17
-03
-Q2
-01
Total - 528
* Mean, 38.40 percentile.
S.D., 5.54 (in terns of intervals).

FIGURE 4 - Percentage of 528 KYA Llenibers in 3ach Decile of
Percentile Rankings for Total Population ":/hen Scored for
"lilechanical ^-ptitnde".

The instriunent used to measure "finger dexterity" is also by
O'Connor. As descrroed in a previous section of this report, page 44,
this dexterity is measured lay noting the time necessary for the
individual to place the nietal pins of pegs in the holes in a
"board", O'Connor states that an individual who is rated as A or B
in "finger dexterity" as measured by this test has "excellent chances
of success in any type of factory work demanding finger dexterity and
rapid finger notions". ^"^^
Among the factory occupations vAiere this ability has been
prol&ed, according to O'Connor, are meter work such as pivot setting,
etc.; instrument work as instrument armature assembling, miniature
instrument assembling; clock work; and small rapid hand work, small
lathe work, machine winding, etc. The author makes a distinct con-
tribution to the counselor in the application of the findings of this
test for finger dexterity when he warns that an individual who rates
A in finger dexterity but oiiLy a C or a D in "clerical aptitude"
might do well temporarily as a filing clerk because of his dexterity
but would have little likelihood for advancement to higher clerical
positions because of his low clerical aptitude.
In TABLE IX, the performances of these 528 HYA members in the
test measuring "Finger Dexterity" are shown as percentile raiilcings
when compared with the "norms". The table shows there are 204
individuals, or 38.64^ of the entire group, who are rated as A, in-
dicating that they have significantly high probability of success in
(1) Johnson O'Connor, op.cit., page 173.

those occupational activities requiring the ability measured "by this
test, other factors effecting success "being normally favorable. There
are 108 individuals, or 20.45^ of the group, who are rated as B and
thus have recognizable ability and a fair probability of success in
similar activities. A group of 89, or IS.SS^j of the entire group, are
rated as C; and 127, or 24.057^, are rated as D. Those rated as 0 or
as D would be interpreted by O'Connor as having but slight chance of
success in such occupational activities as those listed above.
In this particiilar aptitude, the individual members of this ITYA
group have shown themselves to be quite normally distributed in the
four quartiles of the distributions of percentile rankings when their
performances are compared with those of the total population upon whom
the author of the test has based his norms.

TABL2 IX - DISTRIBUTION OF 528 NYA HBI-BSRS
SCORED FOR "FINGER DEXTERITY"
Percentile ranking Frequency for
Percentage
95-100 96 18.18
90-94 S2 6.06
26 4.92
80-34 34 6-44
16 3.02
70-74 23 4.35
65-69 16 3.02
60-64 27 5-11
55-59* 18 3-41
-
-02
3-59 ^45-49 19
40-44 19 3.59
35-39 14 2.65
30-34 22 4.16
25-29 15 2 , 89
6.2520-24 33
15-19 22 4.16
10-14 23 4.35
5- 9 10 1.89
0- 4 39 7.38
Total - 528
Mean, 57,62 percentile.
S.D., 4.37 (in terms of intervals).

PIGURS 5 - Percentage of 528 NYA ilembers in Bach Decile of
Percentile rtarikings for Total Population "Tflien Scored for
"Finger Derterity",

The fourth of the O'Connor aptitude tests used in connection
with the collection of data upon which this report is "based is that
for "tweezer dexterity"; it is also known as "handling tools"« The
author of the test interprets this test as revealing "the type of
dexterity needed in all faotoiy operations in which tweezers are
employed" such as watch and clock work; instrument work; and jewel
inspection and jewel work in general,
In TABLE X is shown the distribution of the scores of these 528
UYA members presented as percentile rankings thru comparison of their
scores with the "norms" set up "by the author of the test. Those
individuals vftiose scores give them percentile rankings above the
third quartile are rated as A; those betv/een Q2 and Q3 are rated as
B, Those receiving ratings of A or of B are said to possess that
ability measured by the test for "tweeaer dexterity" to the degree
necessary for success in those occupational activities listed in the
preceding paragraph.
Of this group of 528 WYA menflsers, there are 116, or 21.9 6f5, who
are rated as A; 144, or 27. 27^, who are rated as B; Mdiile there are
128, or 24,24p, who are rated as G; and 149, or 26.51;":, who are rated
as D« Those individizals rated as G ar as D are considered by the
author as not possessing this "tweezer dexterity" to any significant
degree.
The quartiles refer to the "norms" and have no reference to the
group of IJYA monbers except for the purpose of comparison. The per-
centages refer to the group of IHA members.
(1) Johnson O'Connor, Op. cit., page 174.

TABLE X - DISTRIBUTION OF 528 UYA MEMBERS
SCORED FOR "T7/EEZER DEXTERITY"
Percentile ranMngs Frequency for
for total TXDpulation tMs ffrouTD Percenta^7e
95-100 8 - 1.51
90-94 — 12 - 2.27
85-89 — 21 - 3.97
80-84 — 55 - 10.41
75-79 — 20 -
0.76^4 -
65-69 — 18 - 3.41
60-64 — 49 -
55-59 28 - 5.30
50-54 — 45 —
-02
1.7045-49* 9
40-44 39 7.38
35-39 31 5.87
30-34 21 3.97
25-29 28
_
5.30
_^
5.68 ^20-24 30
15-19 20 3.79
10-14 27 5.11
5- 9 37 7.01
0- 4 26 4.92
Total - 528
* Mean, 46.76 percentile.
S.D., 5.38 (in terms of intervals).
I
FIGURE 6 - Percentage of 528 UYA Memters in Each Decile of
Percentile "Rankings for Total Population TThen Scored for
"Tweezer Dexterity".
II
The Vocational Interest Blank (for lien)
"ty Strong was an im-
portant source from shich infonnation was derived concerning tlie
occ;:^ational interests of these 528 ITTA members. Each subject was
directed to indicate at least two occupations for v4iich his responses
on the interest blank would be scored. A few individuals indicated
three or more choices. In each case, all were scored that were sug-
gested by the testees themselves. The total number of choices for
the entire group of 528 individuals was 1105.
The author of this measure of vocational interest provides for
the scores to be interpreted as A, B+, B, B-, or C, In TABLE XI, the
number of individual members scored for each designated vocation is
sho^^al, together with the letter-rating given to each score. In this
table, the vacations are arranged in the order of greatest frequency
of interest expressed by these ITYA members.
When the ratings of these individuals as shown in TABLE XI are
interpreted as answers to^he quest ion, "Does the individual have the
interests characteristic of a particular occupation?", there is seen
to be a preponderance of "doubtful" or B and B- ratings and of "no"
or C ratings. Only 212, or 19.18^ of the total 1105 choices, are rated
as A thus indicating a definite "Yes" in answer to the foregoing
question. There are 146, or 13.215, of the choices which are rated as
Bf or approximateiy an affirmative answer to the question.
Because of this small proportion of choices that were rated as
A or 3^, the data for the individual members were again consulted and
there were 73 individuals who were found who had received no rating
for occupational interests higher than B-. In studying these individuals

TABLE XI - RATINGS FOR "OCCUPATIOHAL CEOICSS"
OF 528 m iEMBERS
Occupational Number of '^i-tings
choices * individuals C ftr 3 A
Engineer - 164 61 19 43 26 15
Office-clerk - 96 10 6 8 13 CO59
Physical-direct or /*\ ffV93 22 10 23 11 27
Journalist 80 33 8 11 16 12
Lajwyer - 68 21 12 25 6 tf6
C* F. A. - 54 32 rf7 5 5 5
Architect - - 7 13 IT5 u
Cheni st - - 40 10 9 10 8 3
Doctor - - 40 2 5 o
ATXlSu — — xo07 X A'k 2
Schoolman — 37 2 7 IT3 8
Uusician — — 3* O 1 oo 7 12
PuBchasing agent — ol o 2 16 o
Policenian - — TO 2 0 2 oO 2vJ
lu&thesnat ician •> 22 3 1 1 1
Carpenter - - 28 2 2 5 3 16
Personnel 22 5 1 7 7 2
Psychologist - 20 16 0 3 0 1
Y. M. C* A. G-eneral Sec. 19 5 1 8 3 2
Physicist 16 12 0 1 2 1
City School Sitperintend 't 15 11 0 3 0 1
Life-insurance salesman 13 2 3 4 4 0
Farmer 8 2 0 3 2 1
Real-estate salesman - 5 1 0 1 2 1
I^inister - - 5 1 0 2 0 2
Scout-master 4 1 0 0 0 3
Dentist 3 1 1 1 0 0
Totals 1105 409 101 237 146 212
Occupational choices as indicated "by responses given
on Strong's Vocational Interest Blank (for lien).
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TABLE XII - MJ1IB3R AItt) PERGE11TAGS OP "OGGUPATIOITAL
CHOICES OP 528 NYA MEilBSRS RATED C AlID
RATED A
Occ upational Total Rated 0 Rated A
choices* choices ITO.
. ,
IIo. £. J
^igineer 164 #61 37,07 15 9,14
Office-clerk 96 10 10.42 59 61.46
Physical-director 93 22 23.66 27 29.03
Journalist 80 33 41.25 12 15.00
Lawyer 68 21 30.88 5 8.82
C. P. A. 54 32 59.26 5 9,26
Architect 52 29 55.77 0 0.00
Chemi st - - 40 10 25.00 3 7,50
Doctor 40 25 62.50 4 10.00
Schoolman 39 19 48.72 8 20.51
Artist 39 19 48,72 3 7,69
Musician 34 6 17.65 12 35,29
Purchasing agent 34 3 3.32 •7 S,82
Policeman 32 2 6,25 20 62,50
llat lieoat i cian 28 22 78.57 1 3,57
Carpenter 28 2 7.14 16 57.14
Personnel 22 5 22.73 2 9,09
Psychologist 20 16 80,00 1 5,00
Y. :i. C. A. Gen. Sec. 19 5 26.32 2 10,53
Physicist 16 12 75.00 1 6,25
City School Sup't - 15 11 75.33 1 6.67
Li fe-insurance Sal e s
'
n 13 2 15.38 0 0.00
Parmer 8 2 25.00 1 12,50
Heal-estate salesman 5 1 20,00 1 20,00
Minister 5 1 20.00 2 40,00
Scout-master 4 1 25,00 3 75.00
Denti st - - 3 1 33.33 0 0.00
**1105 409 37.01 212 19.18
* Occupation^ choices as indicated "by responses given
on Strong's Vocational Interest Blarjk (for lien),
** To be read thus: Of 1105 occupational choices, 409, (37.01^)
are rated C; and 212, (19,1^) are rated A,
# To be read thus: Of 164 choosing "engineering", 61 {Z7,07f0
are rated C; and 15, {9,14f() are rated K
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previoTos occupational activities and interests as indicated in other
connections, it was possible for the writer to make suggestions for
scoring the vocational interests of these individuals for an additional
occupation, 'iVhen this rescoring was accomplished, there were 16 of the
group who were given ratings of A; 12, of 12, of B; 5, of B-', and
27, of C, These results are higl-ily significant when full significance
is attached to the meaning of the A and scores. Of this group of
73 individuals whose vocational Interests were thus rescored, there are
28, or S&fi, who were thus revealed to have highly significant interests
in certain occupations not previously "brought out in their ratings
based on the earlier scorings of their responses.
For purposes of making the fullest use possible from these test
materials, it seems obvidus that a more extensive search for occupa-
ticnal interests as may be revealed by the Strong Blank should be made
than has heretofore been made with the available materials. It is not
to be assvaned, however, that each individual will eventvially be found to
have merited a rating of B-v or A for some occupation; there are doubt-
less in this large group of young men some few who would never rate
above a C or a B- on thes-: forms, because of peculiar personal charac-
teristics. [This little extension of the scoring of interests points
to a possible fuller use of these data.
A major interest and objective for any counselor for any group
similar to this group of UYA members is that of vocational guidance,
l^ers has well stated that "vocational guidance rests on the assump-
tion that of all occupations some are better suited to the mentality
(1) C. S. liters. Industrial PsvcholopTv^ . page 108.
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and pljysiqu© of any one worker; vocational selection assximes that some
workers are "better fitted than others to any one job". It is there-
fore, of major importance that due consideration "be given to the
•mentality" of the individxial and to the "intelligence" desired for
prohahle success in hraad general categories of occupations, l^ers
interprets intelligence "by stating that "by intelligence we mean fore-
knowledge of and adaptability to changes in environment, present and
coming, the conscious eriployEent of past and present ezrperience".
There is much discussion, with accompanying differences of opin-
ion, in regard to the "intelligencE" necessary' or desirable for a
reasonable expectancy of success in various occupations. It is possible
in this present study to make direct comparisons between the individual's
"ability to learn" as measured by the Revised Alpha Examination, Fom 5,
and the individual's preferences for occupations as whown by those
choices iiiiicated by him on his Strong Vocational Interest Blank. It
will be tecalled that these 528 individuals v;ere scored for 1105 occu-
pational choices. In TABLE XIII, there is shown the mean percentile
rank in "ability to learn" of those individuals who expressed themselves
as interested in certain of the 28 occupations sxaggested in the voca-
tional interest blank. The table also indicates the range of percentile
rankings in "ability to learn" of those individuals expressing particular
occupational interests. (These percentile rankings refer to the com-
parisons of these individuals with the "norms" for the test measuring
"ability to learn". ) The percentile ranlcings are presented in this table
arranged from the highest mean percentile rank to the lowest mean per-
centile rank of the various occupational choices.
(1) C. S. i^ers. Op. cit., page 147,

TIABLE XIII - PSRCSITTILE P^nCIKGS iJO) RAITGE OP RiJlCIKGS
IK "ABILITY TO LEAP17" FOR TKS 528 IHTA
JIE:iBSHS IIAKIKG CJERTAIN OCCUPATIOHAL CEOICES
OocxipEtional Frequency Mean peroentile Range of
choices of choices rankings in rankings
"ability to learn"
Journalist 80 89,6 63-99
C. P. A. 54 89 50-99
Uinister 5 87 77-99
Architect 52 86,5 34-99
Cheinist 40 86 36-99
Engineer 164 86 10-99
Llathenatician 28 86 67-99
City-School Sup't - 15 85 55-99
Doctor 40 84 31-99
Farmer 8 84 60-94
Psychologist 20 84 5-99
Advertising 54 83 31-99
Laswyer 68 83 60-99
Physical-director 1 0-99
Schoolman 39 82 25-99
Purchasing agent 34 82 58-99
Personnel 22 81* 58-99
Physicist 16 81* 23-99
Dentist - 3 80 56-95
Real-estate salesnan 5 80 65-98
Y.il.C.A. Gen. Sec. 19 79 20-99
Artist 39 78 21-99
^oisiclan 34 78 21-99
Office-clerk 96 75.5 21-99
Policeman 32 74 21-98
Li fe-insurance Bales. 13 69 28-97
Carpenter 28 62 5-96
Scout -master 4 45 20-97
Total - 1105
* The mean percentile ranlcing for the 528 NYA members
in "ability to learn" is 81.91.
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In TiiBLE XIII, aihov/ing the percentile rankings and the range of
ranlcings in "ability to learn" for the 528 KYA neinbers making certain
occu]Tational choices, some of the groups are obvioiisly too small for
them to possess any statistical significance for the purpose of com-
parisons Twith other studies concerning "occupations" and "intelligence".
Such groups are those of "dentist", "scoutmaster", "minister", "real
estate salesman", !»farmer", and other very small groups. They merely
show that these particular small groups do have a certain mean percent-
ile ranidng in "ability to learn", with a certain range of rankings
among this small group. In interpreting individuals rather than groups,
these individxials and their individual percentile rankings will be
shown to have a certain significance for the counselor. Hov/ever, some
of the groups are large enough to possess significance for comparisons
with other findings for similar groups. Such groups are those of "engi-
neer", "office-clerk", "physical-director", "journalist", etc.
A con^iarison is possible between certain data of TABLE XIII and
other investigations showing "intelligence" levels for certain of the
occupational groups. Exact statistical computations are most difficult
because of certain disparities a^tparent as to the meanings to be attached
to certain occupation "names"; for example, what particular field of
"engineering" does the individual prefer when he designates preference
for, or interest in, "engineerigg"?; etc. It has been previously sug-
gested that classifications of jobs be into broad groups according to
"common elements of operation and related skills". Such is the classi-
fication upon which the present 28 occupations of the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank is based. The Barr scale for the Heasurement of Vocational
Status considers 122 different occupations, among them "engineering" being

"meohanioal", "technical", "mining", or "consulting", nevertheless,
for the purpose of a general over-view of this group of 528 KYA memhers
and in order to permit certain generalizations that can help to ^ive a
"better picture of the particular group interested in some occupation
and for knowing 'where a particular individual "ranks" according to an
expected or desired ranking for probahle success in his occupational
preferences, for these reasons, the findings in this study will be
briefly compared with others.
First, co'iraents will be offered based upon the use of the Barr
Scale for the lieasurement of Vocational Status. Those selecting
"journalism" are, "on the average", justified in their choice when the
factor of "ability to learn" alone is considered, The group interested
in this occtrpation has a mean percentile ranking of 89,5, *ith. a range
of individual raiikings from the 63rd to the 99th percentile rankirigs.
The Barr Scale expressed in Probable Errors for each occupationj^ ranges
from 0,00 P.E. for "hobo" to 20.71 P.E. for "inventive genius of the
Sdison type". The P. 3. for ";J-otuinalism" is 16.91.
Those selecting "engineering" are compared with lihe "mechanical"
engineer of Barr, with 15.43 P.E., the lowest P«E. of his four classi-
fications of engineering. The HYA group interested in engineering has
a mean percentile ranking of 86 with a range of individual Bankings
from 10 to 99. This is to be interpreted as showing that the group's
expression of interest in engineering is justified upon the bases of
ranking in "ability to learn", but there are some individuals who would
doubtless find themselves at a marked disadvantage because of their
very low "ability to leam".
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Similar conments are justified in considering the groups expressing
desires to 'becoine "doctors", "chenusts", "architects", etc. The doctor
preferences are made "by individuals with percentile rankings in "ability
to learn" from 30 to 99 with a mean of 84, showing a large numher to be
too low for Barr's P.S. of 16.71 for doctors. "Chemist" choices are
made by individuals with percentile rankings from 36 to 99, with a mean
of 86, to be compared with Barr's P.E. of 15.42 for chemists. Those
interested in becoming "architects" have a mean percentile ranMng in
"ability to learn" of 86.5, ranging from 34 to 99, to be compared with
Barr'x P.S. of 16.28 for architects. Analytic comparisons of other
groups making choices of occupations show similar tendencies. Some in
each group as shown by their high percentile rankings in "ability to
learn" would have justification for their preferences in so far as this
particular factor of success is concerned. But the low individual
rankings would rightly cause the aotmselor seriously to question such an
occupational choice. Again one must be ever mindful of the fact that
while ability to learn is an important factor in predicting possible
success in an occupation, it is by no means to be considered as the sole
factor for purposes of prediction of possible success in an occupational
choice.
It is to be noted that the occupations preferred by these 528 MA
members are mostly limited to the higher brackets of occupations. There
is little opportunity for any indication of a preference for those in
the lower brackets of semi-skilled labor such as barber, cook, switch-
man, deliveryman, baker, butcher, etc., occupational activities in which
some of the individuals have already been engaged; the vocational interest
blank is not scored for these specific occupations. Any counselor using
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the present test materials should he reninded that our industrial,
economic, and social life has need for these kinds of workers as well
as for those of the hi^er brackets of occupations.
In the Barr Scale there are three classifications of "musician";
"music teacher", with Sarr's P. "3. of 13.30; "musician in good comx)any
or player or singer", with Barr's P."^. of 14,70; and "musician like
Paderev/ski", with Barr's P.E. of 18,14. Shere were 34 individxxals in
the present study who expressed interest in the general field of musical
activities as an occuxjation; they ranged in percentile rankings in
"ability to learn" from 21 to 99 with a mean of 78, A first conclusion
might justly he that these in the lowest ranldLngs should he advised
against entering the profession of the musician. Here is a readily
apparent need for additional individual testing, specifically for
fflusicality, "before counseling an individ-aal for er against entering this
occupation demanding a certain special talent heretofore not measured in
this testing program.
Comparisons may also he made between the present investigation and
another study concerning "intelligence" and "occupations"; reference is
made to the study of Douglas Fryer. He studied the records of 3598
personnel examinations made by the vocational department of the Central
Branch, Y, M, G. A., in BrooklyTi. He, too, reports upon the advisability
for those desiring to pujssue certain vocations to have "intelligence" or
"ability to learn" of a certain degree or classification, It is
possible to make a comparison between Fryer's study and the present study
as sho?7n in TABLE XIII, page 77, in so far as certain particular occu-
pations are included in both discussions. In h.is highest or A classifi-
cation, Fryer lists "engineer", "clergyman", and "accountant". The
(1) Douglas Fryer, in "School and Society", Sept, 2, 1922, pp, 273-77,

present study finds "certified putlic accountant" (G. P. A.) and
'•minister" as the second and third ranking occupations, respectively,
when ranked according to the mean percentile rankings in "ability to
learn" of those expressing preferences for these occupations, "Bngi-
neer", in sixth place among a list of 28, also ranks relatively high in
mean percentile rankii?gs. Fryer finds "physician", "Teacher" (school-
man), "chemist", Y. M. C. A. General Secretary", and "dentist", in the
B classification. In the present study, "chemist" ranks high of fifth
in the list of 28; while ttie other occupations of this group are
relatively 3omev;hat farther dovm in the rankings according to ability
to learn - "doctor" rank^s ninth with a mean percentile raiiking of 84;
"schoolman", fifteenth vrith a mean percentile ranlcing of 82; "dentist,
nineteenth with 80; and "Y. 71, G. A. General Secretary", twenty-first
with 79. "Sxact comparisons are difficult, "but the similarities of the
two studies are suggestive. "Carpenter", "policeman", "artist", and
"musician" are in the lovrar brackets according to Fryer, the first two
being in the lowest classification, G, and the last t".vo in the nezt to
the lowest classification, 04- . While these groups in the present
study of ITYA manbers are not large yet they may be interpreted, as fair
corroboration of the earlier study of "average" intelligence desired
for these specific vocations.
These comparisons are presented in FIBTH3 7, page 83.
Fryer comments, in his study^^donceming the "intellectual" levels
reported for different vocations by concluding tliat there is a "proba-
bili1^ that the individual should be above the 'score average* to be
(1) Douglas Fryer, Op. cit.
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Intelliseiice soore,
(group averages ), after Frjer
161 - Engineer ( Civile Jlech,
)
152^-__Cler2yi:ian " ^
137*'- Accotmtalit
122«c^eacher (Public Sch. ) ^
119*-- Chemist /
/
9 6^-_qffice-cleric /
/
/
8Z<. ^dfisicion (Band)^ "
31^- Artist (Si^i-letterer
!
69*"- Policeman^or C^tective
60 >^ Carpenter
Percentile rankinijs in "ability
t^o learn" t (oocupational choices!
89,5 JournaList
^j89 - GtP.A.
^87 - Ivlinister
^:»86 - GiLcmist
*36 - TSngineer
84 - Doctor
84 - Fanner
83 - Laws'-er
/^82 - Schoolman
80 - Dentist
79 - Y.:i.O.A Ge
^78 - Artist
^79 - Ilusician
-* 75- Office-clerJc
74 - Policeaan
^ec
^0 - Carpenter
21 - Laborer
20 - Fishermaii
FIGrUH3 7 - Coiapariaon of occupational-intelligence standards
(after Fryer) and percentile rankings in"ability to
learn" of 528 IT?A members, ranked when compared with
"norms".
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sure of sufficient intellectual capacity for the ocoui)ation". One nay
be vocationally unsuccessful and dissatisfied "because "he is atternptlng
to succeed in an occirpat ion demnding greater intellectual capacity
than is his or "because he is in an occupation vfaich fails to niake
sufficient demands upon his intellectual capacity to keep him interested
and at work".^^^
In "brief sunraaiy of this discussion of the ratings achieved "by
this group of NYA maabers in their replies on the Strong "Vocational
Interest Blank: and of the significance of occupational choices related
to possi'ble success in these fields, it is well to reiterate that there
is no single factor making for success or failure in an occirpation;
there is a mtilit^olicity of factors. However, these ratings are definite-
ly suggestive and helpful, especially when the veiy high or very low
ratings are consi3ered. There are frequent instances in wliich the
individual vAll have no A rating in aiiy of the occupations for which
scoring scales are availa"ble, hut may have rated B in two or more occu-
patiaas. This may "be due to his interests not resen"bling any of those
occupations for which scales are available or it may be due to his
interests that are actually widely diversified. It has been suggested
that an individual with such an interest pattern not infrequently enters
the general occupational field of business.! 2)
In the descriptions of the various tests used in the collection
of the data upon which this report is based, page 48, a description of
the Clark Hevision of the ^hurstone Personality Schedule was given
(1) Douglas Fryer, Op. cit
.
(2) W. 7. Bingham, A-otit-tides a-nd ^-ptitude Testing: , page 357,
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together with an explanation of the ratings A, B, C, D, and E assigned
to certain groupings of scores. In this present reference to this
part of the test scores, it will siiffice merely to restate certain in-
terpretations suggested ty the author of the test to a counselor or
guide who desired to make fiill use of these test data,
^ong the i2idividuals upon viiose scores this test was standard-
ized the score of A was assigned tc^he highest decile. These are the
ones possissing "neurotic" tendencies, as estimated "t?y this measure,
in the lowest degree. The next two deciles, or those from the 70th
to the 89the percentiles inclusive, are rated as B; the middle four
deciles, or those from the 30th to the 69th percentiles inclusive, are
rated as C; the nert two lov/er deciles, or those from the 10th to the
29th percentiles inclusive, are rated as D; and those of the lowest
decile are rated as E. These i individuals rated as E possess those
"neurotic" tendencies as estimated this measure, in the highest
degree. The author stresses the importance of paying full attention to
these individuals vdio are rated A or E, since these two groups are de-
clared to be "significantly" low or high in those traits revealed by
this test.
The scores for this test measuring "personality" are presented in
deciles and not in vigintiles as was done in connection with the pre-
sentation of data in the previous]/^ discussed tests. This procedure
has been follo\7ed for two reasons; first, the author of the test presented
his discussion usin^ the larger distributions of deciles and quintiles;
and second, since it is the t^ deciles, the highest and the lowest, which
are ^ greatest si^5aificance, it was not considered essential statisti-
cally to transform the given decile distributions into vigintiles which
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would doubtless be an excessively fine and imjustified discrimination
of the test scores.
In TA3LS XIY, the highest percentile rankings indicate those
individuals possessing "neurotic" tendencies as raeasured by this
instrument in the lowest degree; they arc to be considered as emotion-
ally the most stable group. Those in the lowest percentile rankings
would then "be those individuals possessing "neurotic" tendencies in
the greatest degree; that is, they would be considered as emotionally
the most unstable.
In this group of 528 ITfA manbers, there are found to be 141, or
26.71^ of the entire group, who would be rated as A or, according to
the interpretation of this rating, they v/ould be said to be signifi-
cantly "non-neurotic". Of the entire group, there are founito be 23,
or 4.36i, rHio would be rated as "S or as significantly "neurotic".
There are 142 individuals, or 26.39^, who are rated as B; 164 individu-
als, or 31.06/3, rated as 0; and 58 individuals, or 10.987^, who are
rated as D. TThen this group is compared with those upon whom the "norms"
are based, it is seen that an unusually large percentage, or 26.71fj,
are rated A to be compared with the 10^ of the "norms". The 4.35>j of
this group who are rated S is less than one-half of the expected lOfo as
suggested in the "norms". A general conclusion regarding the neurotic
tendencies of these IIYA members would be that they form an unusually
"stable" group in so far as this trait is revealed by the present in-
strument of measurement.
Any counselor advising his counselees in regaixL to choice of
vocations needs to be awa;'e that all occupations do not maize the same

TABLE XIV - DISTRIBUnON OF 528 ITYA IGUBERS
SGOHED FOR »'PEHSO:if.LITr'
Percentile rankins Frequency for Letter Percent-
for total pOTMlation this f;rou-p Hating: age
yu-iuu I'll A. — <^o« /I
80-89 61 B 26.39
70-79 81 B
60-69* 42 C
50-59 66 G 31.06
40-49 32 C
30-39 24 G
20-29 32 D 10.98
10-19 26 D
0- 9 23 4.35
Total 528
* llean, 65,53 percentile.
S.D., 2.76 (in terns of intervals).

FIGURE 8 - Percentase of 528 MA lienbera in Each Decile of
Percentile Rankings for Total Population VZhen Scored for
"Personal ity'«.
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demands upon those engaged in them in the way of stress and strain or
those elements v/hich comiDrise the trait called "neurotic" tendency.
Further reference to the significance of these scores properly "belongs
to that part of this repoBt oonsidering the individual menhers of the
group.
The i;7ells-Atwell Vocabulary test when used with this group of
528 IIYA memhers yielded scores as shorn in TABLE XV, page 90. In this
ta^le the scores are recorded as the percentage of one hundred words
comprising the test which were correctly understood by the testee.
Thus the "2" at the top of the frequency column indicates that there
were two of the 528 individaals vAio correctly understood the meaning
of "between 95 and 100 of the entire list of 100 words. The percentage
column shows the percentage of the present group whose scores place
them in the indicated vigintile of scores.
This table shows these ITYA members to have scored consistently
"hi^" in their vocabulary test, the mean score of the entire group of
528 individuals being 56.31.

TABLE X7 - DISTHI3UTI01T OF 528 JTIA LSTSERS
SCCRBD FOR "YOCABUI^HY"
Frequency for
Scores this group Percentage
2 0-37
90-94 «
4-73
4'^
4fi fl- 71
70-74 90 1 7-04
fi9
77
73
50-54 31 5.87
45-49 18 3.41
40-44 10 1.89
35-39 7 1.32
30-34 1 0.19
25-29 2 0.37
20-24 2 0.37
15-19 1 0.19
10-14 1 0.19
5- 9 0 0.00
0- 4 0 0,00
Total - 528
* ilean, 65.31 percentile.
S.D., 2.42 (in terms of intervals).

FIGUR"S 9 - Percentage of 528 ITTA Maalaers in Each Decile of
Percentage Scores VThen Scored for "Vocabulary".
t
CHAPTER VI
i^BST v^A IirrjsaPitjciTBD FOR xHliJ GROUr
In aui'' study of a large group of individuals where many data
hare been assembled bearing upon different aspects of the problem
under investigation, there is a grave tendency to lose sight of the
individual test and its significance as an integral part of the battery
of tests. There is also a tendency to lose sight of the individuality
of the various mambers who were tested in a statistical treatmjifent of
the entire group as a whole. In reporting this present study, it has
been the purpose of the writer first, to present the battery of tests
and their interpretation as separate tests as aids in describing the
entire 528 ITYA meobers and second to give due consideration to the
individual members of the group studied.
In a preceding section of this report, CHAPT3R IV, due attention
was given to the individual measures and their general sigiificance in
connection with any testing-guidance service such as that here describ-
ed for the IJYA mecabers of Greater Boston. Attention is now directed
toward these several measures as they constitute the "battei^" of tests.
It is a recognized principle in the use of a battery of tests that
there shall not be a high statistical correlation between any pairs of
scores obtained from different measuring instruments. How well the
battery of tests used in the present study fulfills this criterion can
be seen in TABLE XVI, page 93, which shows the various correlations
between the several tests. (There are but fourteen of the fortyOfive
coefficients of correlation which are found to be fxilly significant,
that is, the coefficient of correlation is four or five times the
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TABLE XT'! - GORRELATIONS AiKNG TESTS, SOHOOLiNCi,
m) CHEONOLOGIGAL AGE OF 528 NYA
MS:.!3SRS
Pleasures A* B G D E F G H I J
A* .34# ,22 .08 .15 .69 -.Iff -.19 .60 -.02
±.026 ±.028 i.029 ±.028 t,015 i.029 ^.028 t.019 J-.029
B •34-* .13 .14 .14 .17 .07 -.12 .30 .03
t.026 ±.029 ±.029 t..029 t.029 ±.029 Jt.029 t.026 t,029
C .22 .13 .20 .32 .17 .02 -.09 .10 .01
±.028 i.029 ±.028 ±.025 ±.029 ±".029 t.029 ±.029 ^..029
D .08 .14 .20 .28 .15 -.03 -.02 .03 .03
t.029 ±.029 ±.028 ±.027 ±.029 ^.029 ±.029 t.029 J'.029
B .15 .14 .32 .28 .09 -.06 -.13 -.16 -.04
t.028 ^.029 ±.026 ±.027 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029
P .69 .17 .17 .15 .09 -.02 - .20 .45 .12
±.015 ±.029 t.029 i.029 ±.029 ±.029 t.028 ±.023 ±.029
G -.Iff .07 .02 -.03 -.06 -.02 .12 -.06 -.08
±•029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±..029 ±.029
H -.19 -.12 -.09 -.02 -.13 -.20 .12 -.12 -.10
±.028 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.028 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029
I .60 .30 .10 .08 -.16 .45 -.06 -.12 .34
±.019 ±.026 ±.029 ±.029 ±.029 ±.023 ±.029 ±.029 t.026
J -.02 .03 .01 .03 -.04 .12 -.08 -.10 .34
± .029 ±.029 t.029 t.029 ±.029 ±-.029 ±.029 t.029 t,026
* The letters A, B, G, etc., refer to the legend as explained
in the tert of this report, page 94*-
# To "be read as follows: The correlation beti^een A and B is
f.34 with P.S. t.026; etc.
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proba'ble error. Of these fourteen significant correlations, seven are
"between "aMlity to learn" or "voGab^^lary" and another measure; the
correlation between these two, "ability to learn" and "vocabulary" being
|.69, t,015, the highest coefficient of correlation of all. The ne:ct
highest correlation is that of f.SO, i',019, betv/een "ability to learn"
and "schooligg" or academic advancement as indicated b^ the hi^est grade
or year completed.
In TA3LS X7I, the letters At B, C, D, etc., refer to the particu-
lar measures used for securing data in connection with the present
study as follows: Af "ability to leam" as measured by the Revised
Alpha Bxanination, Form 5; B, "clerical aptitude", by O'Connor; C, "]llech-
anlcal aptitude", by 0. 'Connor; D, "finger dexterity", by O'GOnnor; E,
"tweezer dexterity", by O'Connor; F, "vocabulary", by "^ells-Atwell; G-,
"personality", by Thxirstone Personality Schedule (Clark Revision); H,
"ascendancy-submission", by Becloriiia's RDvisioi- of the i.llports' Ar-S
Reaction Study; I, "schooling", degreeEieiit of advancement thru schools;
and J, Bchronological age".
In a preceding paragraph, reference was made to the significantly
hi^ positive correlations among "ability to learn", "vocabulary", and
"schoolir-g". These are in keeping with the findings in general where-
ever these measiires are compared. With the exception of a high
positive correlation between "schooling" and "chronological age" of
f.34,*.026, the latter measure has practically a zero correlation with
all the other measures, ranging from the negative correlation of -.08,
*'.o29, with "personality" to +.12, ±,029, with "vocabulary". This is in
keeping with the T-innesotE study which found that in the case of the

imenployed men, all ooefficients of correlation "between age and test
measures are negative, varying from -.09 to -•41 which are yet more
mariced than those of the present study.
Three of the O'Connor neasiires show significant positive corre-
lations hetv/een one another. Between "mechanical aptitude" (Wiggly
Block) and "finger dexterity", the correlation is f-.20, ±.028; "between
"mechanical aptitude" and "tweezer dexterity" (handling tools), the
correlation is t.32, i.026; vAiile "between "finger dexterity" and
"tweezer dexterity", it is f 28, i.027.
"Personality" as measured "by the Clark Revision of the Thurstone
Personality Schedule is not significantly correlated v/ith any of the
other measures. There is, however, a degree of evidence suggesting a
tendency for those of "neurotic" tendencies to rank higher in "ahility
to learn" as showa "by the correlation of -.15, 4.029, a correlation
approaching statistical significance. (Thiirstone found evidence that
neurotic children did slightly "better than their non-neurotic clas^^-
mates in school as shown "by Teachers' llarks.^ ')
The "ascendancy-suhmissicn" traits, as brought out in the
BeckBan-Allport instrument, show an insignificant relationship with
each of the other measures exceiot in the cases of the relationships
with "ability to learn" and "voca'bulary" • These correlations are ^th
(1) I'."'. Morton, OccuTpat ional A"bilities , page 164, quoting from
J. G. Barley and H. D. Hempel, "Intercorrelations of the Test Scores
made "by Individuals in the Standard Samples", Bulletin of the Unanploy-
ment Sta"bilization P.esearch Investigation of the University of 2!iniie-
sota, Vol. Ill, lTo.4, page 201.
(2) Directions for Scoring Thurstone Personality Schedvile.
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negative, the reader being reminded that high scores in "ascendancy-
subnission" indicate subniissiveness and the low scores indicate
"ascendancy" or aggressiveness. Thus a negative correlation in these
cases would mean that aggressiveness, not submissiveness, is positively
correlated with the measures of "ability to leam" and "vocabi;lary"«
The correlation between "ascendaiicy-subnission" and "ability to learn"
is -.19, ±.028; with "vocabulary", -.20, ±.029). This offers some
evidence that "aggressiveness" as measvirecl by the instrument used to
measure this trait in this study is significantly related to "ability
to learn" and to "vocabulary". Further investigation would be necessary
to warrant any more conclusive statement because the present evidence
shows too low a correlation to pei*mlt anj'' interpretation other than that
it is "suggestive".
"Clerical aptitude" as shcsyn in ability correctly to check like
numbers is significantly related to "schooling". This correlation is
•k.30, ±,026. \7ith "vocabulaiy" , there is a correlation of "clerical
aptitude" which is also positive being f.l7, "^.029. "Ability to leam"
and "clerical aptitude" have a correlation of f.34, it. 026.
§rom the consideration of the table of correlations, TABLE X7I, one
is justified in concluding that the individual tests which cocrprise Ihis
battery of tests used in the present study have such low inter-corre-
lations that they may properly be retained in the present battery, with
a possible sirgle exception. That exception is the test measuring
"vocabulary" v/hich has such a high and positive correlation with "ability
to leam" that it might be omitted from the minimum list of tests for
such a battery v/ithout creating ary significant loss in the general value
of the battery of tests. If retained in the present battery, it would
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serve as a second check.
As an aid to seeing these 528 ITYA members as a {jroxip in connection
with a better understanding of their test performances, considered from
the view-point of "average" perfon::ances, a composite profile is pre-
sented on Page 98. ThiB profile shows the means of the scores of these
Individuals from the several tests stated in percentiles based upon
standardized "norms" for these several measures. The quartiles, as well
as the percentiles, refer to the standard noims and do not refer to any
quartile or centile distributions of these ITYA members.
The profile is to be interpreted as follows. This group of 528
KYA necibers ranks in the hi^est quartile vshen their mean score in
"ability to learn" is compared with that of the general adult population;
81.91/b of this general population would have a lower ability to leani
than the mean of this group of ITZL monbers. In other vrt)rds, dOfo of
these youth have a higgler "ability to learn" than 81.91-j of the general
adult population upon vtaaa the "norms" are based. Such being the case,
it is obvious that these youth are, as a group, far above "average".
They would thus generally be intellectually equipped to prepare for
entrance into those professions in v^ich "high intelligence" is essential,
other factors determirdng success also being favorable.
TJ^e mean for the group is a little lielow the third quartile in
percentile rankings for "vocabulary with a mean of 66.81^. This graph-
ically shows the group, on the \5*iole, to be similar in "ability to
learn" and in "vocabulary" as v/as pointed out in preceding paragraphs,
as these are presently measujred.
In"clerical aptitude", with a mean percentile rankir^g of 63.36,
when compared with "norms", it is seen that 50;o of these ITYA members
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PROFILE
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Ability to learn
81.91
Toca"bulary
66.81
Clerical aptitude
63.36
Mechanical apt ^
38.40
Fin{i-er dexterity
57.62
Tweezer dexterity
46.76
Personality
65.53
Aacendancy-
auliTiission
68.26
Moan "chronological age", 19.75 years.
Mean "schooling", 0.16 years less than graduation from
a hi^-school.
*The broken lines indicate qxiartile distributions of the
total population.
PROFILE 1 - Ivlean percentile rankings of 528 IIYA members in tests
and ratings.
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soore no lower than 63.36^ of the general population.
There is a significantly low performance for the group, as a
whole, in their test for "mechsnical aptitude". The mean score for
these ITYA members gives them a percentile ranlcing, when compai-ed with
"noms" of only 38.40; the mean average for these youth is no higher
than the poorest 39 •4(^"! of the group upon whom the "norms" are based.
Accepting this result and interpreting in the light of the author's
suggestions, one would conclude that these 528 individuals, as a group,
are not in possession of that aptitude measured by the 0*Gonnor YZiggly
Block to any high degree.^ "'"^
The group is "about average" in "finger dexterity" and in "tweezer
de-^terity" (handling tools), with mean percentile rsnMngs of 57.62 and
46#^6, respectively when compared with the "norms".
The mean "personality" of thee^outh as revealed in the use of
the Clark Revision of the Churstone Personality Schedule shows them, on
the average, to be somewhat more stable than unstable. The percentile
ranking in this measure is 65.53, the lower rankings approaching marked
neurcticism v:ith suggested introversion; the hi^er rankings showing
marked stability, or a most desirable degree of adjustment.
In those traits of "ascendancy" and "submission", as estimated by
the Beckman-Allport Reaction Study, this group of 528 ITA members has a
mean percentile rajiking of 68.26 when compared with the "norms" for the
test. As the data from this measure have been treated in the present
report, the high percentile rankings in ascendancy-submission indicate
marked suimissiveness or S3 or S4 ratir^s, the latter being the most
subciissive rating given; and the low percentile rankings indicate marked
[1] See page 61.
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ascendancy or a^ressiveness or A3 or A4 ratings, the latter "being the
most aggressive of all ratings. The interpretation of this group, as a
whole, would he that there is an appreciable degree of suhmissiveness
rather than of aggressiveness. The exteeme ratings of S4 and A4 have
particualar significance in the analyses of individual profiles, given
in a later section of this report, GEAPTER y'll.
The general picture of these UYA manbers must also include infrrm-
ation regarding their chronological ages, their schooling, and their
occupational interests as well as those data which have heen graphically
portrayed in the group profile as mean percentile rankings. The mean
"ciironological age" of these 528 individuals is 19.75 years. The mean
"schooling" as shown by the hi^est grade of elenentary school or the
hlg^iest year of high-school or college completed is almost graduation
from a high-school; it is 0.16 of a year less than graduation from a
high-school; that is, there is but a slightly greater number who have
not completed a high-school course than the number who have already'' com-
pleted high-school and are one or more years advanced thru college*
As a further svonmary of the description of these 528 ITYA menbers
as pictured by their test performances, etc., a table, TABLE X7II, is
presented •hewing the mean and extreme percentile rankings for each
division of the test data. The extremes in each category are marked,
indicatii^ an unusually wide range of abilities, as measured b;; the
instruments used in the present investigation. The significance of
these extremes is obvious for ary diagnosis of an individual's aptitudes,
potentialities, etc.
The picture of these 528 17IA members, as a group, will be com-
plete in so far as t?ie available data will permit when a summarization

TABLE X\ril - 1I3ANS MD EXTREIIES OF ViJlIOUS SCORES
OF 528 ITYA MEMBERS EXPRESSED IN PER-
CEITTILE^ RAIJKIKGS OF "NORMS", ETC,
Pleasure Mean
, _
Lowest
,
Ki^Iiest
Ability to learn 81.91* 10.00 99.00
Yocabulary 66.81 12.00 95.00
Clerical aptitude 63.36 3.00 99.00
Mechanical aptitude 38.40 0.00 93.00
Finger dexterity 57.62 0.00 99.00
C?weezer dexterity 46.76 0.04 100.00
Personality 65.53 5.56 100.00
Ascendancy-suTani ss i on 68.26 2.86 97.16
Chronological age 19|yrs. 16yrs. 27yrs.
Schooling: 0 - #H.S.Gr. VIGr. Col.Y
Means of these 528 ITXA members expressed in terms
of percentile ranMngs vAien. compared with "norms"
for total population.
# The mean for "schooling" is 0.16 years less than
graduation from high-school; the lowest being in
the sixth grade of the elementary school, the
highest having had five years of obllege.
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of expressions of occupational preferences as revealed by the Strong
Vocational Blank (for lien) is given. For obvious reasons, this s-ummari-
ztion does not permit a statistical treatment v*iich woiald have peroltt-
ed its inclusion in either the profile for the group or in the table
which shov/ed the means aixi e^rtrer.es of the distributed scores. This
summarization of vocational interests is given as the percentage of the
entire group of 528 individuals who expressed an interest in the
particular occupation or profession.
!IMs summarization of expressions of occupational preferences is
given in TABLE X7III. From this table, it is seen that but 3, or 0.57^
of the 528 individuals, expressed interest in the vocation of dentistry
while 162, or 31.06^ of the group, expressed interest in engineering,
^t is to be recalled that most of the individuals expressed interest in
but two vocations, a few, however, expressing interest in three or more
occupaticna.
From the foregoing presentation and interpretation of the test
findings and other data relating to these 528 ITIA members as a group,
a composite picture of these youth has been presented. They are foxmd
to be generally superior or much above the "average"in "intelligence"
as this is shown by the instinament measuring "ability to learn". They
are more cleaically inclined thaii mechanically as these aptitudes have
been measured. They are distinctly more submissive than a^ressive;
and are of a satisfactory degree of stability in personality. They
school
are mostly hijh-jjgraduates and are about 20 years of age. Their
vocational interests are widely varied.
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TABLE XVIII - VOGATICKAL INTERESTS EXPRESSED
BY 528 I'TYA MELI3ERS
Vocational Interests I'^umber Percent£.f;e
Engineer 164 - 31.06
Office-clerk 96 - 18.18
Physical-direct or 93 - 17.61
Journalist 80 - 15.15
Lar;yer 68 - 12.89
Adgertising 54 - 10.22
G. P. A. 54 - 10.22
Architect 52 - 9.84
Doctor 40 - 7.57
Chemist - 40 - 7.57
Art ist - 39 - 7.38
Schoolman 39 - 7.38
-.Jusician 34 - 6.44
Purchasing agent 34 - 6.44
Policenian 32 - 6.06
Mathematician 28 - 5.30
Carpenter 28 5.30
Personnel 22 4.17
Psychologist - 20 3.79
Y. C. A. Gen. Sec. 19 3.59
Physicist 16 3.03
City School Sup*t 15 2.84
Life-insuranee Salesm •n 13 2.46
Farmer 8 1.51
Heal-estate Salesraan 5 0.95
'.linister 5 0.95
Scout-naster 4 0.76
Dentist 3 0.57
Total - 1105
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Figure 10 - Quart ile Distributions of 5P,8 NYA Members in
the various tests of the battery.
First Quartile
- - - Mean
. . . Third Quartile
Low percentiles in '^personality" sue^gest "neurotic"
tendencies; high, well-balanced.
# Low percentiles in
-ascendancy-submission" indicate
aggressiveness
; highysubmissiveness
.
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On page 101-b, this feroup of 528 NYA- members is de-
scribed in Figure 10, which shows their quartile distribu-
tions ill the various tests of the battery. These distri-
butions refer to this group of NYA aembers indicating at what
percentile rankings, when these I\!Y& scores are compared with
norms for each test, each particular quartile of these tlYA
members is found. Thus, Quartile 3, which is at the 93rd
percentile, shows that 25% of these ITA members score no
lower than 93 fo of those uoon whom the norms are based; the
mean at the 81st percentile shows that 50;'j of these youth
score no lower than 81 of those upon whOLi the norms are
based; and Quartile 1, which is at the 77th percentile, shows
that 25;^ of these ITYA members score no lower than 77^ of
those upon whom the nor^ms are based.
This figure suggests certain observations. These unem-
ployed youth in Greater Boston who sought aid thru this
testing-for-counseling service are conspicuously highly in-
telligent; they are markedly low in mechancial aptitude; and
they are recognizably excessively submissive. These facts
suggest the interpretation that the highly intelligent ones
realized the possibilities of deriving aid from the service;
that possibly tho^;e who are mechanically inclined were the
better able to obtain some form of employment; and, finally,
that the more aggressive were the better able to obtain some
form of employment without resorting to the present testing-
for-counseling service.
These facts give cause for a consideration of this
group as a relatively "unique" group of youth.

CHAPTER VII
TEST DATA INT3HPRETSD FOH SELECTED IIOIVILUALS
The interpretations of the data of the present study which have
teen made in preceding sections of this report have "been given in terns
of the general trend of the 528 IIYA nerahers as a whole, with the
consequent disregard, teniporarily , of the individual merabers who compose
the large group. Such a presentation is necessarily a cold and imper-
sonal presentation of the means and extremes of the several test data
interpreted thru a comparison with "norms", etc., with implications
suggested as to their general significance. The "average" individual
of the group was a purely hypothetical youth whose profile was given
showing the means of the distributions of various categories of test
data. The extremes were indicated but they too were not associated
with any particular individual member; they merely suggested the range
of the test scores of a particular source of information concerning the
group as a whole. Individuals, as such, have been hidden in the m.ass
of group data and their interpretation.
It is the purpose of the present section of this rer>ort to single
out certain selected individuiils for the purpose of illustrating certain
characteristics and combinations of abilities, interests, etc., whiflh
must face any counselor for such a group as this. They are presented
as problems some of which are apparently easy of solution, others of
which are seemingly more difficult and complea; all are presented not as
cases that have been solved and closed but as representative of present-
day counseling situations and still under the directing guidance of the
testing-counseling service. Each case iias been selected because it in
some wa;,' illustrates a particular type of individual; he may be very
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superior in all or marz^ of the factors here measured, or he may "be
superior in some and average or lov/ in others, or he may he generally
lOY/ in all or inany of the factors measured. Sor.e will shov/ signifi-
cantly high or lo\7 ratings in personality or in asoendancy-suhmission.
Some will be in the lo\7er grades in schooling, others will be in the
higher divisions of academic attainment. In brief, the cases are
chosen, deliberately, to represent certain specific conditions that
may confront the counselor of 13YA youth, seelcing aid in furthering
their desires to enter certain fields of occupational activity,
ultimately, and, in the meantime, to make th^^ossibie adjustment,
Sosae will have had high ratings when their occiipational interests have
been cor:pared with successful men A those vocations; others Trill be
shown to have indicated no interests that have given them these high
ratings. Each is a real case and is not a hypothetical case for mere
theoretical consideration.
In the presentation of these case profiles, the writer desires
to Issep fizmly in mind that there are many possible factors connected
with the individual being considered that would make certain warnings
and suggestions pertinent to anj-- occupational sii^estions that might
be offered to him.
In some instances, it would seem that the best suggestion would
be to seek the ifouth's adjustment thru the medium of a return to some
school for further training; while in others, it woiild seem to be a
most deisrable stej) in their development could they be afforded an
opportunity to becor.e apprenticed in some trade suited to thiir abilities
and interests and in a trade where there is prospect for iiltimate
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oraployment. "ost of these youth can rightly be classified as distinctly
educable and would profit much by such apprenticeship and schooling if
this could be arranged.
In a determination of the best-advised guidance for the individual,
the counselor will find the individ\ial 's test data to be of genuine
help. In a field of skilled labor where labor is scarce, an individual
youth may be directed to that field even tho his ability lias not been
found to be marlcedly superior; his interest and ambition ma;,'- over-balance
a lower worlc-sarnple test performance.
However, it may be rightly assumed that the most urgont need of
these youth is that of immediate employment in some capacity. They are
generally eager to take up any kind of honorable work that will give
lihera immediate monetary gain. The problem confronting the counselor
thus becomes that of attempting to synchronize this urgent need for
immediate employment of some kind with the need for guiding the youth
into that field of occupational activity which, in the long run, will
X>rovMe the maximum satisfaction to the youth himself, and, at the same
time, be of real benefit to his employer and to society which he serves.
The data for each case are obtained thru personal interviews with
the individual's counselor as well as from his test forms obtained
during his e:caminations. The individual is interpreted both from his
^ individual performances, abilitites, interests, scptitudes, etc., and
from his comparisons with test norms.

CASE A - This yoimg raan is of Italian ancestry. He is 21 years
of age and has canrpleted one year in a literal arts college. His
occupational experiences include a period as a salesman of art-work
^ich he ijave up "because he "wasn't mald.ns: enough**. After looking
around for work of any kind with fair pay, he obtained eaployraent as a
cook in a restaurant for T^ich he was paid fourteen dollars a week and
room and Ixjard. This v/ork lasted only one summer, being seasonal work.
V/hen out of employment, he was admitted to the ITTA and was given the
battery of tests with the results as shOAvn on his profile. He was also
given the Allport-Vernon "Study of Values", in wliich he whowed but
ordinary interest in the "economic", the "aesthetic", the "social", and
the "political", a somewhat less interest in the "theoretical" salues,
and a somew'nat greater interest in the "religious" values as these values
are measured by this instrument.
This youth is in the highest vigintile when conpared with the norms
in "ability to leam", "clerical aptitude", and "finger dexterity"; with
percentile rankings of 98, S8, and 99 respectively. His ranking of 90
in "mechanical aptitiade" gives him also an A rating. His lowest ranking
is in "tv/eezer dexterity", ^nAiere he is in the 51st percentile.
His "personality" is highly "stable", as shown by his percentile
ranking of 93. He is moderately aggressive, in the 21st percentile with
a rating of A2 in "ascendancy-submission". His command of vocabulary is
high. His occupational interests include nev/spaper work, law, and music.
According to the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, A has high interest
in both music and law, with ratings of A and 3f respectively.

An interpretation of liis profile suggests that this youth would
have a high probability of succeeding in a wide field of occupations,
academio, clerical, manipulative, etc. His reported interest in music
should be oheo'ked up by a test for musical talent before he should be
advised to puBsue that interest toward a vocation. It appears to be
of a sufficient degree to assure him a wortliy hobby. This individual
may be regarded as one wlio would profit by further training preparatory
to his entering upon the high profession of the law. His willingness
to work to support himself plus his high ability, stable personality,
and fair aggressiveness malce his a most hopeful case.
The problem in coujiseling such an individual as A is that of
choosing, from among several possibilities, the one that will be
eventually most satisfying and \70rthful. He is v/illing to labor to
achieve his goal and, given a reasonable opportunity, will probably be
successful.
The counselor Inconsideiing this individual - indeed,
in considering each and every individual whom he counsels -
must see this youth's picture clearly. He must see thru the
test data and other information presently available on into
the various fields of occupational a ctivities. How will thi
particular individual be aided or retarded as he seeks suc-
cessful and satisfying participation in a chosen occupation,
aided or retarded by his being of Italian ancestry, of a
particular religious faith, etc.? On what social and occu-
pational levels will he not only find the fullest satisfact-
ion in his living end working, but also give the best ser-
vice? Counse;j.ing is more than mere accumulation of data.

PROFILE 2 - Percentile ranMngs of CjlSE A vjhen compared with "norms"
for total popxilation.
0 10 2r 30 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C IfO
A'bility to learn
98
Voca"bulary
88
Clerical aptitude
98
Mechanical apt*
90
Finite r dexterity
99
Tweezer dexterity
61
Personality
93
Ascendancy-
suteiission
21
Vocational interests: Musician (+139), A
Lawyer (fl52), Bf
Age: 21 years.
Schooling: Conrpleted first year of college.
* Broken lines are qtiartile distributions of "normw".
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CASjS B - This individual is a Jewish youth of 18 years of age. He
is a recent graduate of a high-school of ccmmerce where he did very well
in accoimting in which he says he was very much interested. His occu-
pational activities for wh.ich he has received monetary rewards have "been
along lines related to his interest in accounting; he has assisted as a
shipping cleric, typist, and hookkeeper for a sales company in Boston.
He first received twelve dollars a week fB«r three months during a se^n-
al employment period. In his own ^vo^ds, the hours were so long that he
"became so rundown and irritable that he was "fired".
His "personality" scores show him to be markedly stable and to be
sli^itly, but not significantly, a^ressive. An examining physician
finds B to be in "good health". Outdoor amateur sports find him an
enthusiastic and frequent participalit. The study of values shoroshim
with no marked interests in the" theoretical',' "economic", "aesthetic",
"social", or "political" values, ani with but a slightly significant
interest in the "religious" values.
The vocational interests indicate very domincjit interests in both
the professions of teaching and accountancy; he has a rating of A when
scored for interests in "schoolman", and in "certified public accountant";
in "journalism", his interests are scored as B-.
His profile shows him to have very high ability and promise re-
vealed by all his measures exdept that for "tweezer dexterity". The
rankings of 93 in both "ability to learn" and in "clerical aptitude" are
quite in keeping with his desire to become an accountant. Both of his
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v2)oatiCKial desires could "be satisfied thru his becoming a teacher of
accounting. H© recognizes the necessity for further schooling and is
hopefully planning to enter a school where he can be trained to become
a C. P. A.
This youth is at present employed as a statistical clerk in the
state house. Kis sirperior rates him 24, or "high", v/hen such judgment
is based upon the 15 qualities used in the making of the estimates of
en^jloyed IIYA members; he is rated 1, "very high", or 2, "high"» in each
of these 15 qualities with the exception of tJcooperativeness" and
"a^ressiveness", in each of which he is rated 3, or "average".
In sui-xnary, it may be concluded that B is a youth of many fine,
positive qualities, with no outstanding characteristic that would be
likely to prevent his becoming a satisfied and efficient contributor to
his chosen profession, given the necessary training and having reasonably
favorable conditions of employment. His present employment is in keeping
T/ith this ideal.

PROFILE 3 - Percentile rankings of CASE B when compared with "norms"
for total population.
Ability to learn
93
VocalDulary
63
Clerical aptitude
93
Mechanical apt
.
91
Fin^'^er dexterity
98
Tweezer dexterity
10
Personality
99
Ascendancy-
submission
30
Vocational interests: CP.A. (f267), A
Schoolman! +217), A
Joumalist-144) , B-
Chronological age: 18 years.
Schooling: Graduation from high-school.
Broken lines are quartile distributions of "norms".
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CASS G - This youth is one of the two individuals among the 528
NYA members who are in the oldest chronological age group; he is 27
years of age. He is of Swiss ancestry and is at present einployed as a
social worker and counselor. This type of work is in keeping with his
interests as revealed by the vocational interest blank where he was
rated A for his interests in personnel work. His siiperior rates him
among the highest of the 118 members for whom estimates were obtained
based on present employment. His rating of 18 for the 15 qualities,
shows him rated 1, or "very high", for each of these except three,
"friendliness", "conmon sense", and "conduct", in each of v/hich he was
rated 2, or "high".
This individual was found to be the "most aggressive" of the entire
group of 528 irZA aanbers, as this trait was measured by the ascendancy-
submission reaction study. This sv^gests a possible explanation for
his not having been rated 1 in friendliness and common sense by the
supervisor who observed him at work.
His is the highest percentile ranking in "ability to learn" among
the entire grovtp. His performances on other tests, place him in the
highest decile in cle:-ical aptitude and in the higliest quart ile for each
of the other measures, with the exception of "mechanical aptitude" where
he is ranked in the 32nJ. percentile. He is sho^vn to be of a highly
"stable" personality altho not actually the hif^est in the group. Com-
pared with the "norms", he is given the percentile ranlcing of 94. From
the '^llport-Yemon study of values, he shows nothing of significance
except a sli^tly sigiaifiaant lack of interest in the "aesthetic".
Evidence of his hobby was a board with a series of very conrplicated rope

Imots exhibited at a recent leistire and ho'b'by show.
This individual has completed two years of a college course. He
seems well fitted for his present work as a social worker and counselor
and could well afford to "bend every effort to prepare himself further
for his chosen vocation thru study in one of the "better schools of the
conmoavealth offering special training for social service, ^"-e is an
individual whose good promise of achievement bids fair to become
fulfilled.
Eis high intelligence, stable personality, and high
aggressiveness are suggestive of the type of social worker
that will intelligently seek to find out what should be done
in a particular case and will then bend every effort toward
the successful accorcplishment of the task before him. He
will well repay to the community whatever aid he may be
given to the further development of his revealed ability in
the line of social work.

PROFILE 4 - Percentile rankings of CASE C when compared with "norms"
for total popvdati on.
0 10 2r 20 40 50 6C
f f » f f t »
7C 80 9C IfO
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Ability to learn
99
Yoca'bulary
89
Clericr.l aptitude
91
Mechanical apt
.
32
Fin(--er dexterity
83
Tweezer dexterity
76
Personality
94
Ascendancy-
sutmission
7
Vocational interests: Personnel (4187), A
Journalist (Mrl ), Bv
TAGA Gen. Sec. (tl91), B
City Sch.Sxipt.(+177), B
Psychologist (-200), C
Clironological age: 27 years.
Schooling: Completed second year of college.
*Broken lines are qtiartile dlstrihutions of "norms".
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CASE D - This yotm^ man is another of the ITA manlDers who was
selected for an individual report l^ecause of his generally superior
test performances. Th.e sole exception to this general superiority is
his failure to reassemlile the "T/iggly Block" which gave Mm a zero
percentile raiiking for "mechanical aptitude". In each of tho other
measures he is in the highest quartile when his scores are compared with
the "norms". In "ability to learn", he is one of the highest v;ith a
percentile ranking of 99. Other factors "being favorable D would doubtless
succeed in any one of many of the occupations grouped among those where
high "intelligence" is especially desirable for successful partici^tion.
His interests as revealed by the vocational interest blank are
those of the teaching profession and social service. He was rated A
for both "schoolman" and "city-school-superintendent" and B for
"personnel worker". He is of a "stable" personality and moderately
aggressive. There were no significant responses in the •°-llport-7emon
study of values other than a very slightly significant interest in the
"theoretical" values.
This youn^man is a <«II«^«. ::raduate, 25 years of age. He has had
one year of teaching e:n?erience and has recently been employed as a
teacher of social science in a junior hi^-school. v/hen rated by his
supervisor, he was rated 1, "very high", or 2, "high", in each of the 15
qualities with the single exception fo "cooperativeness" where he was
rated as 4, or a "poor team worker", vhe combined rating was 24, or "high".
This individual is an instance in which there has been definite help
with most favorable results, the individual being nov/ happy and successful
in an occupational activity for which he is adequately prepared.

PROFILE 5 - Percentile rankings of CASE D when coripared with "norms"
for total population.
0 10 2C 20 40 50 BC 7C 80 9C IfO
Ability to learn
99
Vocabulary
87
Clerical aptitude
93
Mechanical apt
.
0
Pinter dexterity
99
Tweezer dexterity
76
Personality
90
Ascendancy-
suteission
21
Vocational interests: Schoolrran (v344), A
City Sch.Supt.(+397), A
Personnel (<-163),
Chronological age: 25 years.
Schooling: Graduation from college.
*Broken lines are quartile distrihutions of "norms'*.
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CASB B - This youth has the distinction of having received a
perfect rating by his employer when rated upon the 15 qualities con-
sidered in passing ju(^ent upon his present work. He is the only one
of the 118 individuals upon \*.oin such ratings were given who received
this rating of 15, "very high". At present, T! is employed as a
secretary who does general clerical and typing work.
This youth is a hi ^-school graduate, ^e was 20 years of age when
he presented himself for the t osting-oounseling service. His sole
previous occupational activity for v;hich he had received pay was as an
assistant to an interior decorator. He expressed a desire to hecorae an
engineer or an architect, but his vocational interests were scored for
these preferences giving hira ratings of B and C, respectively, for these
vocations. Thdse low ratings would raise a question in regard to his
seeking to pursue these professions.
His score of 72 or "B" in the measure of "personality" suggests a
highly unstable or introverted personality, exceeded by but six percent
of those upon whom the "norms" for this schedule were based. By the
ascendancy-submission measure, he is seen to be excessively submissive
with a rating of S4, indicating that he tends to be more submissive thajij
94^3 of thsoe upon whom the "norms" are based. (His raw score is -30.)
From other available sources of information, E is found to be very
superior in "finger dexterity", in the 99th percentile; in the highest
quartile in "ability to learn", in the 80th percentile; and quite low in
"tv/eezer dexterity", in the 31st percentile; in "clerical aptitude", in
the 25th percentile; and in "meciianicsi aptitude", in the 20th percentile.
His coxaiselor has noted that this youth has had a "decidedly
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mfavoraUe home life", the father l^oing e:ccessively alcoholic. ?he
youth frequently said th&t his home-life was unbearable and that he
v/ould like to leave it.
^he present successful occupational activity of this young man
indicates that he has, in some made a very satisfactory
adjust-
ment. There is a sueeestion-in this case that sor-e of his poor
test
perforrr^nces nay have been due to a possible emotional disturbance on
the part of the testes. His present satisfactory' employment
and his
own ambitions along other lines would indicate that htis is an
individ-
ual upon viiom the testirg-co-onseling service may well give continued
and even added attention. His vocational interests blank ishould
be
gone over in search of possible leads as to other occupational
trends;
it should be scored especially to check up on his "office-work"
in
which he is presently eng-aged,
^
This young man may be cited as a representative case
that should be considered with special caution and attent-
ion. :-^i3 present successful occupational activity must
not be interpreted as justification for closing his case.
As suggested in the preceding paragraphs, a study of his
interests and abilities should suggest further trfining
along the lines of his greatest aptitudes, keeping in mind
the types of occupations best suited to one of his marked
submissiveness and "neurotic" personality, rle could well
continue his present occupational activity and advance
himself thru study and training in part-time or extension
classes, guided by the advice of his counselor.
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PROFILE 6 - Percentile rankings of CASE E when compared with "noras"
for total population.
0 10 2C Z9 40 50 6C 7C 80 90 ICO
Ability to learn
80
VocaY;ulary
56
Clerical aptitude
25
Mechanical apt
.
20
Finite r dexterity
^9
Tweezer dexterity
Per sociality
Ascend ancy-
^^misgion
Vocational interests: Engineer (4148), B
Architect ( + 64) , G
Chronological age: 20 years.
Schooling: Graduation from hi^-school.
Broken lines are quartile distributions of 'norms".
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CASE F - This individv^l is of Italian fiaicestry, 20 years of age,
and has cor/rpleted "but the sixth grade of an elerientary-school, thus
biing placed in the lov/est sub-groujj in regard to "schcolirg". Ke has
had no previous occupational experience for v/hich he was paid other than
an enlistment in the Civilian Conservation Corps, v.iiere he was a cook.
Kis profile shov/s him to havt a low percentile ranl:ing in all of
the aptitude tests escept that for "finger de:s:terity" in v/hich he was
raiJced in the 87th percentile. Other tests showed him to "be "stable"
(93rd percentile ) and snoewhat submissive {70th percentile). Eis
counselor noticed that this youth may have had a possible reading diffi-
culty which may account for his lov/ score on the ^Ipha Ezaraination; it
was suggested that it would be v;ell to give him the Beta Exardnation.
All who have come in contact v;ith F liave remarked on his friend-
liness and pleasant bearing. He is presently employed as an assistant
at the desl: of a local athletic club, v;here his supervisor has rated
him as 1, "very high", or 2, "high", on each of the 15 qualitites upon
which the Judgrient was based, giviiig him a final rating of 22, "high",
exceeded b^' but four percent of the 118 members similarly rated.
According to his vocational interest blank, he is rated A when
scored for "scout-master" and 3- when scored for "office-clerk", his
tv/o eapressed occx^pat ional preferences.
Any guidance of this youth must involve a recognition of his
inadequate schooling and difficulty in learning most necessary" for
success in the higher brackets of vocations. Eis chief assets are his
fine c^iaracter, pleasing personality'-, and vallingness to work. H© has
insight into his learning handiegps and appreciates any help he may
receive from his counselor.

PROFILE 7 - Percentile rankiDgs of CASE F when compared with "norms"
for total population.
Ability to learn
38
Vocabulary
52
Clerical aptitude
31
Mechani c a 1 apt
.
30
Finder dexterity
87
Tweezer dexterity
5
Personality
93
Ascend ancy-
3\^^i3sion
Vocational interests: Scout-master (+138), A
Office-clerk ( 0), B-
Chronological age: 20 years.
Schooling: Completed sixth grade of elementary school.
* Broken lines are quart ile distributions of "norms".
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CASE G - This Irisli youth is 20 years of age aM has completed
the third year of a techjiical hi^^i-cchool.
His profile presents a gloon^r picture. In none of the measures
of aptitude does he surpass the 50th percentile ranlcing. In three
measures, he is in the lowest qiiintile; with a zero ranking in "mechani-
cal aptitude", a raaking in the 2nd percentile for "tweezer dexterity",
and a percentile ranking of 14 for "clerical aptitude". For "finger
dexterity", his percentile ranl:lng of 49 almost reaches the mediun of 50.
The rating of E with a percentile ranMng of 86 in "personality"
indicates that he is "stahle" in so far as this instrument measures
stability. is excessively submissive, exceeded by but 85^ of those
uijon whom the "norms" are based.
This youth has never been engaged in anj'' activity for viiich he has
been paid. Eis desire is to become an interior decorator. 'Then scored
for his vocational interests, he was rated A for "artist" and 3 for
"advertiser". At present, he has no employment.
A study of this youth's data and profile shows his case as pre-
senting obvious difficulties to the counselor, ^^e sliould be tested for
his artistic interests thru the use of the better instruments for
measuring such talent. The present information about him seems negative
rather than positive; it tells what ou^ht not to be done, but it does
not clearly indicate what ought to be done. Until more information
is obtained, he is to be interpreted as having certain "in-
terests" in art but not necessarily possessing the talent
that might lead to sucess. His excesseive submissiveness
and a general lack og any revealed aptitude suggest that he
might well be guided into any available unskilled labor.

PROFILE 8 - Percentile ranlcings of CASE G -when coaparsd •;7ith "noms"
for total population.
0 10 2r 30 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C IfC
Ability to learn
31
Tocatulary
51
Clerical aptitude
14
Mechanical apt
^
0
Finfi'er dexterity
49
Tweezer dexterity
2
Personality
86
Aacendancy-
su'binissicn
92
Vocational interests: Artist (-528), A
Advertiser (-215), B
Chronolo^cal a;^e: 20 years.
Schooling: Oorapleted third year of high-school.
Broken lines are quartile distriljtitions of "noms".
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CASE H - This is a Jewish youth, 22 years of age. His schooling
has incl-uded tv;o years of collegiate grade, one teing in a school
training accountants, the other in one of the larger universities. His
previous occupational experiences have heen quite varied, including
"helper in a machine shop, bookkeeper in a hardward store, driver for a
cleaner's truck and general helper for a night fire-door coropany". The
occupational preferences are in the fields of accounting and of music.
When scored on the vocational interest "blank responses, he received a
rating of A for "certified-public-accountant", (C.P.A.i) , and Bf for
"nius ician".
The high percentile ranl^ing of 95 in "ability to leam" indicates
that he has that "high intelligence" necessary" for success in the higher
brackets of the professions. He shows distinctly high aptitMe in the
general clerical field vrith his percentile ranking of 99; he shows fair
aptitude in each of the other three measures of special aptitudes,
"mechanical", "finger dexterity", and "tweezer dexterity". The profile
shov/s him to be well up in the t-vo highest quartiles in each of his test
scores.
According to the meas^ires for ascendancy-submi ssion, he is very
subanissive, his score placing him in the 95rd percentile ranking with
but seven percent of the "norms" more subrjissive than he. In "personality"
he is in the 34th percentile indicating satisfactory stability.
This youth is presently employed as an assistant piiysical examiner
in connection wtih a local gymnasiian. hasreceived training in the
adjrinistration of tests of physical fitness. His supervisors have rated
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him 29, in those 15 qiialities considered in estimating the ITYA menbers
at work. This score of 29 is made up of t^o l*s, "very hi^h", in
"character" and in "reliability"; one 3, "avera^je", in neatness-clean-
liness"; and the other qualities, each being rated 2, "generally high".
In consideration of this individual, it must first be recognized
that his present eriployment is admittedly temporary. This youth ?ias
high ability and v/ith adeqiiate training should succeed in his chosen
vocation of accounting. It would be vrell to learn more about his
interests and possible talent in music thru the use of the better
measures of musical talent. He can be pictured as an accountant v/ith
music as his "hobby".
The counselor is justified in urging this youth to
bend every effort toward further training that would e-
ventuate in his being certified as a public accountant.

PROFILE 9 - Percentile rankings of CASE H when compared with "norms"
for total population.
0 10 2C 30 <iO 50 60 7C 60 9C ICC
Aljility to learn
96
Vocatulary
74
Clerical aptitude
99
Kechanical apt*
86
Fin^i-er dexterity
72
Tweezer dexterity
70
Personality
34
Ascendancy-
submission
Vocational interests: CP.A. (vl83), A
Musician (-47), B+
Chronological age: 22 years.
Schooling: Completed second year of college.
Brolsen lines are quartile distritjuti ons of "norms".
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CASE I - This is a Catholic youth of Polish ancestry. He is a
high-school graduate and is 19 years of age. His previous occupational
activities have been as a news-boy and as a stock-talosr in a store. At
present, he is employed as a stock-boy in one of Boston's largest
department stores. In addition to his regular high-school studies he
hai studied typing for one year.
This individual's expressed occupational interests are in the
fields of accounting and law. TThen his vocational interest blank
responses were scored for these interests, he was rated Bf for "certi-
fied-public-accountant", (G.r.A.), and B for "lawyer". His ranking in
"ability to learn" would be considered as low f»r the profession of the
law and would accentuate the question mark which his B for interest in
lav7 raises for the consideration on the part of his camselor.
There is no evidence of appreciable "mechanical aptitude". His
rating of 3, or the 64th percentile, in "clerical aptitude" would
support his interest in accounting in so far as these are inter-related.
He does shov/ high aptitude for "finger dexterity", being in the 96th
percentile ranking, and for "tweezer dexterity", being in the 81st
percentile ranking, suggesting possibilities of occupational activities
in these general fields.
In "personality", he is rated "stable", in the 67th percentile.
He is nodei'ately a^ressive as measured by the instrument used in this
study. The studj"- of values, the Allport-Ternon Study of Values, reveals
him as sigrdficantly interested in the "religious" and as significantly
lacking in interest in the "aesthetic" values.
The report of the rating given him "by his superior in passing
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judgment on him as a worker gives this indiviiual the lowest
rating of all the 118 ITYA members in that smaller group o?
employed youth upon whom such ratings were made. His score
was 64, or significantly "low". In each of the 15 qualities,
he was rated 4, "lovv", or 5, "very lo-.y", ^.ith the single
exception of "friendliness" in which he was rated 2, or
"generally friendly".
This individual patently needs much guidance in order
for him to get a better insight into the benefits to be derived
from a better adjustment to nis immediate occupational situ-
ation. It would not be a surprise to his counselor to learn
that this youth is in dar.ger of losing his present "job".
The needs of this youth can not be met in any way other
than b^ personal interviews v/ith his counselor in which the
problems peculiar to his immediately unsatisfactory employ-
ment are laid clearly before him. With such a youth, the
counselor must draw upon all possible sources of informa-
tion and help - from the home, the employer, end the youth
himself - the better to "counsel" him and to aid him in
seeing himself as others see him.
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PROFILE 10 - Percentile raiikings of CASE I when oonpared with "norms"
for total population.
0 10 20 30 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C IfO
Ability to learn
67
VocaVulary
71
Clerical aptitude
64
Mechanical apt.
35
Fintj;er dexterity
90
Tweezer dexterity
81
Personality
67
Ascendancy-
aubiniseion
37
Vocational interests: G.P.A, - (+153), B4
LasTyer
- 9), B
Mathematician (-41), C
Chronological age: 19 years.
Schooling: G-raduat ion from high-school.
*Broken lines are quart ile distributions of "norms".

CASE J - This individv^l is ajff yoimg man of Italian ancestry.
He is 21 years of age and a sraduate of a high-school. His previous
employment has included thiit of a clerk in a grocery-store and a packer
in a small retail store. He is presently employed in one of the
largest department stores of Boston as a stoKk-hoy.
This youth's expressed vocational preferences v»-ere for sales-work
and for office-work. His responses on the vocational interest "blank
gave him a rating of A for "office-clerk" and G for "certified-puhlic-
accountant", (C.J.il, )•
The profile shovnjig his percentile rankings in his scores from
the various measures used in connection vvlth this study gives k dismal
picture. It is only in "vocabulary" that he is above the 50th per-
centile. In "finger de:-:terii.y", the percentile ranking is zero; in
"mechanical aptitude", it is 9; and in "tv/eesep dexterity", it is 29^
The most promising of his sptitude scores is that for "clerical apti-
tude" with a percentile ranking of 49. This and his "ability to learn"
score of the 59th percentile would suggest his best line of occupational
aotivitjr to be in the more simple and routine duties of the office clerk
rather than in those higher clerical or secretsrial activities.
This youth is highly "stable" according to the present measure
for personality, being exceeded by but one percent of the "norms". He is
moderately "submissive", as measured b^y the instrument for "ascendancy-
submission".
His study of values, She Allport-Yemon Study of Values, reveals
nothing of significance except a marked interest in the "religious"
values.
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In r&tiiig this youth upon the 15 qualities upon which his \7ork
was judged hy his superior, he was given the "low" rating of 53, In
none of the qualities was he rated either 1, "very high", o* 5, "very
low". In "conduct", he was rated 2, or "gentlemanly", the only quality
in viJiich he was not rated 3, "average", or 4, "lov/".
Obviously, this individual should "be encouraged and aided tn
improving himself in relation to his present occupational activity.
His stahle personality and moderately submissive behavior tendencies
suggest his being adjusted to some semi-skilled vocation not demanding
too much initiative or very hi^ ability.

PROFILE 11 _ Percentile rankings of CASE J when com-oared with "noras"
for totSLL population,
0 10 2C 30 40 50 6C 7C 60 9C ICO
Ability to learn
50
Yocatulary
58
Clerical aptitude
49
Mechanical apt*
9
Finjiier dexterity
0
Tweezer dexterity
29
Per son'-ility
99
Ascend ancy-
sulmissicn
78
Vocational interests: Office-clerk [¥2Z9], A
G.P.A. - (v 29), G
Chronological age: 21 years.
Schooling: Graduation from high-school.
Broken lines are quartile distrihut ions of 'norms'*.
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CASE K - This Irish youth of seventeen years is a high-school
graduate and is at present enrolled in the Cilrllian Conservation Corps,
His report shows him at one time to have "been employed as a mechanio's
assistant and as an office-boy. This youth expressed two occupational
preferences; to be a phj^sical instructor or to be an office executive.
For his interests as a "physical-director", his vocational interests
blanJc gave him a rating of A+. Because of his desire to instruct, his
interests were also scored for the occupation of teaching and he was
rated for "schoolman".
His test data indicated him to be highly "stable", in the 97th
percentile, exceeded by but three percent of the "norms" in stability.
In "ascendancy-submission", he was scored "average" or in the 45th
percentile ranking.
This individual's profile reveals marked extremes in abilities.
The zero percentile ranking in "mecharJ.cal aptitude" is sharply con-
trasted with the 98th percentile rarJcing in "clerical aptitude"; his
rankings in "finger dexterity" and "tweezer dexterity" being average of
in the 48th and 44th percentiles, respectively. His hi^h score in
"ability to ieam" places him in the 94th percentile, sufficiently high
to justify his choice of a vocation.
This is an instance where because of the youth of the indivirUo.1
and his high ability and stable personality, he irtiould be encouraged
and aided in seeking that higher education that will best fit him for
his chosen occupation or some other to which he may subsequently find
his interest directs him as he matures. His present enlistment can be
accepted by him as an opportunity to learn and to practice that healthy
living most essential for an instructor of physical education.

PROFILE 12 - Percentile rankings of CASE K when compared with "noms'*
for total population.
A'bility to learn
94
VocaVuln-ry
59
Clerical aptitude
98
Mechanical apt*
0
Fin{^er dexterity
48
Tweezer dexterity
44
Person-^lity
97
Aacendancy-
atulmissicn
45
Vocational interests: Physical director (f355), A-t
Schoolman - (+130), Bt
Chronolosical age: 17 years.
Schooling: Graduation from hi ^-school.
*Brolcen lines are quartile distributions of "norms".
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0AS3 L - This individiial is an Italian youth of nineteen years
of age. He has previously been employed as an assistant to an auto
mechanic, altho he did not hold that position very long, ''hen his
vocational interest blank was scored for his expressed interest in
office work, he was rated C for "office-clerk". Such a rating is to be
Interpreted as indicating but little, if any, likelihood of success in
that field of occupational activity. He received the high rating of A
when scored for his interests in "carpentry".
The profile shows hin to be practically "average" in "ability to
learn", "vocabulary'-", "clerical aptitude", and "tweezer dexterity",
with percentile rankings for these fowr measures of 47,54, 53, and 49,
respectively. It is only in "finger dexterity", with a percentile
ranking of 82 that he revealed aptitude placing him in the highest
quartile. His zero ranking in "mechanical aptitude" is interpreted to
show that he is very deficient in that capacity which this instrvment
measures.
His measure of personality indicates him to be "stable" with a
percentile ranking of 86. His reactions on the ascendancy-submission
test place him in the 91st percentile ranlcigg, shov/ing him to be
markedly submissive.
His counselor reports this individual as a »• failure". This youth
is esnployed as a table-cleaner in a restaurant; his superior gave him
a very poor teport when passing Judgment upon him in his present
working situation. His total rating of 58 shows him to be considered
"low", on the vilaole, in those 15 qualities upon vdiich his eciploye* based
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his judgnent. In only one quxdity, "character", was he rated 2, or
"high"; while he was rated "very lov;" or 5 in four qualities; "friend-
liness", "initiative", "ability to learn", and "accuracy". Soric of
Ihis youth's difficulties may be due to his difficult home environ-
ment. Ee is the eldest of nine children in a home ^ere the father, a
laborer, is "on relief".
This particular individ"j:^l niay serve as an illustration that
such a group as 'Jiase !TYA members -.Till i^robably have several of its
members for vfliom unskilled or serai*>skilled labor is the best form of
occupational activity into which to [r^iide then to seek their adjustment.
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PROFILE 13 - Percentile rankings of OASE L when compared with "norms"
for total population.
0 10 2C 30 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C ICO
Ability to learn
47
YocaVulary
54
Clerical aptitude
53
Mechanical apt*
0
Fin^^i'er dexterity
82
Tweezer dexterity
49
Personality
86
Ascend ancy-
sutmission
91
Vocational interests: Carpenter (+254), a
Office-clerk (- 99 ), C
Chronological age: 19 years.
Schooling: Gradxiation from high-school.
Broken lines are quart ile distributions of "norms".

CASE M - Tnis iMivioual is a Jewish youth vAio Is 13 years of
age» His sdioolinrj has csonsisted of the completion of a four-year
trade-school viiere he received the ""best marks in tiie class"; he also
has had one year of college work in one of the better schools offer-
ing coujsses in mechanical engineering. He has had no previous ez-
perience in occupational activities for vjhich he received pay.
His expressed occapational interests were those of aircraft
mechanics, machine-designing and construction, and physics. These
Intei'ests vrere well substantiated hy his A scores in "both "engineer-
i-jg" and the vocation of the "physicist" as revealed h^r his vocational
interest blank responses. His very hij^ scored in "ability to learn"
and in "meciianical aptitude" gave him percentile ranlcings of 98 for
eadh. These data v/ould furtlier oo/rohorate his interests in the
fields of engineering and physics where high "intelligence" and apti-
tude for mechanics are essential. This youth is one v/ho early got
started along the path of vocational training in which he has both
interest and ability.
His personality rating placing him in the 48th percentile rank-
ing is to be intenxeted as showing "average" stability. He is very
submissive being exceeded in submissiveness by but six percent of
those upon Whom the "noiros" are based.
In the Allport-7emon Study of Values, he is revealed as having
a significantly high interest in the "theoretical" and the "religious"
values, and as having a significantly low interest in the "political"
and the "economic" values. His interest in the "aesthetic" and the
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"social" values is about average.
This youth, early explained to his counselor that he wanted,
above all else, to have an opportunity to continue his education. He
has been si-oce afforded tliis opportunity by a scholarship bv means of
whiah he has becone an assistant in the laboratory of a reputable
school of engineering V7here he himself also has the opportunity to
continue his studies along the lines of his chief interests. His
superior lias rated as "high" with a score of 22 when jxid^ent was given
to the 15 qualities upon which such ratings of employed ITYA members are
based. Ho was rated 1, "very high", of" 2, "high", in all qualities but
one, "neatness-cleanliness", in which he -Tas rated 3, or "average".
This youth is an illustration of an individual who has revealed
both aptitude and ability. He has the desire, the ability, and the
Opportunity adequately to prepare himself for his chosen vocation.

PROFILE 14 - Percentile rankings of CASE :J vihen coaapared with "norms"
for total population.
Ability to learn
98
YocaVulary
78
Clerical aptitude
93
Mechanical apt ^
98
Fin,i;er dexterity
88
Tweezer dexterity
44
Personality
48
Ascendancy-
submission
94
Vocational interests: Engineer {t^50]
Physicist (+591
C5hronologic al age: 18 years.
Schooling: Oonrpleted first year of college.
Broken lines are quartile distributions of "norms".
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CSASS N - This individual is an Irish youth who is 20 years of
age. He has completed the ei^jhth grade of an elementary school. His
previous oecapat ional emploinaent has "been as a helper in a garage and
as an assistant to an oil-lxumer man. His vocational preferences in-
cl-uded some phase of auto-ma char, ics, foundry-moulding, and motor-
transportation. To be a policeraan is his chief anbition. The responses
on his vocational interests blank were scored for "engineer" and for
"policeman"; the rating for the former is G; and for tiie latter, that
of polioenan, it is A.
His profile shows him to be "stable" with a percentile ranMng of
96, surpassed by but four percent of the "norms". He is neither
appreciably aggressive VDr submissive, but "average", in the 53rd
percentile.
7ith the single exception of "vocabulary", all of his scores,
shown on his profile, are in the lovrest quart lie. Prom these data, a
counselor would have difficulty in advising him as to vocational choice.
There is no evidence other tiian his expressed interest that he should
be urged to try to become a policeman. His "ability to learn" is so
low that it would be inadvisable for him to enter any college- prepar-
atory or higtily technical secooadarj''- school com-ses; he should be
directed toward some semi-skilled labor.
It is therefore well that this youth is now apprenticed to a
carpenter. His superior gives him a rating of 24, when judging him upon
the 15 qualities used for rating ITZA members at work. 77ith this rating,
he is exceeded by but ten percent of the smaller group of 118 ITTA
members for viion such ratings were obtained. It may be that he will thus
develop into a stable, sttisfied carpenter, ultimately attaining a fair
degree of skill in this accupational activity.
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PROFILE 15 - Percentile rankings of CASE N ^en compared v/ith "norms"
for total population.
0 10 2r 20 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C IfO
f f f » • » • I t I
Vocational interests: Policeman (^364], A
Engineer (-213), G
Chronological age: 20 years.
Schooling: Gonpleted eighth grade of elementary school.
Broken lines are quartile distrihutions of "riorms".

CASE 0 - This young man is a h.i^-schoo]j^, 23 years of age. He
was "born in the United States but has traveled e:ctensively in Surope.
At one time he was employed in a hroker*s office as a "rLmner" and as
a clerk. He reports himself alv;ai''s to have been interested in reading
and to have a deSire to write or to he a librarian. His vocational
interests blank was scored for the occupations of the "journalist" and
the "purchasing-agent". For the latter, he was rated C, but for that of
journalism, he was rated A.
This individual has hi^^ scores in both "ability to learn" and in
"vocabulary" which conform to his pattern of interest for the library
and for writing. His unusually high score as measured by the person-
ality schedule gives him the low percentile ranking of 8, suggesting,
according to the author of the test, either marked emotional instabil-
ity bordering on neurotic tendencies or deep pre-occupat ion or intro-
version. His is of the reseai'ch typ.e of personality.
V/hen measured for ascendancy-submission, the youth v/as found to
be the most submissive of the entire ga-uup of 528 IT£A members. His
score gives him a percentile ranking of 97, meaning that but three
percent of those upon whom the norms are based would be considered as
more submissive than he.
He iias generally low rankings in the aptitude tests, with the
exception of "clerical aptitude". For this, his ranking is in the
54th percentile.
In the Allport-Yemon Study of Values, he shows a significant
lack of interest in the "religious" and but a moderate interest in the
"political" values.
•
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At present, this youth is employed as a research assistant
to a director of personnel work. By him, he is rated 24, or
"high", in those qualities upon which judgment of IJYA workers
is based by their employers and supervisors. In each of the 15
qualities, he was rated i, "ver;'- high", or 2, "high", with the
exception of three qualities; "initiative", in which he was
rated 4, or "little", and in "self-reliance" and"aggressive-
ness", in which he was rated 3, or "confident" in self-reliance
and "fair" in aggressiveness.
This youth has often reported that he has an urge to write
and yet he does not seek expression in writing himself as much
as he does in reading what others have written. His high
vocabulary score and his hiigh percentile ranking in ability-
to-learn were pointed out as substantial evidence that he
could write. His excessive submissiveness was also noted;
since he has much insight into his own personality make-up,
it was suggested to him that his marked submissiveness and
his not actually putting forth marked efforts to write were
possibly inter-related.
His low interest in social values was indicated also as
probably being a fairly true picture of his personality. It
was pointed out to him that these were values which should be
developed. He could, if he would make the effort, he admits,
become a participant in things social. His is a pleasing
appeareuice, he is neat, gentlemanly, and polite, and he could
become a welcomed member of a social grouphaving interest s
similar to his. He was urged to include in his reading, books
and articles dealing with religious topics in general. He needs
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much encouragement and friendly counsel to carry him thru
these immediate years when he needs social and religious
interests while he continues to work and to study.
He has moved away from his fairAly and is rooming out-
side. It was pointed out to him that he must not let this
"freedom" from the home situation permit him to become a
hermit or a recluse. He may well be advised to take "some
courses" that will lead him on to a journalistic career.
His present personality make-up would probably preclude him
from any aggressively repertorial work. One can see him
ultimately becoming an editorial writer, or possibly a critic
who is interested in research.

PROFILE - 16 Percentile rankings of CASE 0 when canpared with "norms'*
for total population.
0 10 2C ZO 40 50 6C 7C 80 9C ICO
Ability to learn
91
YocaVulnry
88
Clerical aptitude
54
Mechanical apt *
28
Fini^i'er dexterity
41
Tweezer dexterity
29
Personality
8
Ascend ancy-
aubnission
97
Vocational interests: Journalist - (f406), A
Purchasing agent ( -154 ) , C
Chronological age: 23 years.
Schooling: Graduation from higji-school.
*Sroken lines are quartile distributions of "nonns".

CH^3R VIII
A STUDY OF 1E:^3SRS im EIPLOYED
Any testing-counseling service is established, developed, and
maintained "because of a felt individual or connonity need "Which its
sponsors 'oelieve can be best served "by such a service, -he present
service for the NYA members of Greater Boston is an outgrowth of and
is built upon the earlier service developed by the Huntington Avenue
Branch of the Boston Y. LI. G. A. for testing and counseling those
men who come to the Y. LI. G. A. seeking such aid.
It has frequently been said that the purpose of a testing-coun-
seling service seems to be tv;o-fold. A first purpose is sho\7n in that
it tests the individual counselee for his various abilities, interests,
aptitudes, etc. in order to get as complete a picture as is psycho-
metricaily possible of that particiTlar individual. V/ith these data
at hand, the counselor is fortified v/ith certain information Very
necessary for the guiding of the individual toward an adequate adjust-
ment of his vocational, educational, and social problems.
A second purpose is tha^of assisting the individual to make
those contacts with employment, schooling, and social living, \'shich will
best meet his Lmmediate needs and which, at the same time, v/ill be along
the line of ultimate and relatively permanent adjustment, vocationally
and socially, in so far as such is possible. From this point of vlev/,
the service borders upon that of placement.
This present section of the report of the EYA meiiibers deals with
a consideration of the placement of these youth, its difficulties and
a suggestion of its success as will as it can be estimated by those
-147-
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who are in a position to obserfe th^youth at v/ork.
^ong these NYA manlaers, there is often dire need for some kind
of immediate occupational activity that will pt«duce some much needed
monetary returns. Consequently, these youth often times must he
guided into whatever temporary occupational activity that is presently
available. Sometimes this must be admitted to h© but an emergency sort
of employment, with little, if any, a-pparent opportunity for advancement
along those particular occupat io :Tal activities in which the individual
youth may be most interested and along vjhich he hopes to enter as a
life-T/ork, eventually. The individual thus temporarily employed may
fin^ himself at tasks far below his own recognized abilities, far
diffeJtftK^t from his dominant and legitimate interest, e5:en at tasks
v/hich border on the distasteful. In this connection, the writer re-
calls one member who was being temporarily employed as a dishwasher in
a restaurant. (Incidentally, he was rer,orted by his sitperior in the
kitchen to be a good dishwasher.') His bacljground, interests, abilities,
etc. justified his desire to tttend one of our better schools of tech-
nology. His particular story shov/s him later to be emplo^'^ed at the more
congenial occupation of an elevator boy and, at the same time, stxidy-
ing to prepare himself better to enter upon his technical studies.
This brief storj' of one individual is related because it well
illustrates the points emphasized in the preceding paragraphs regard-
ing the jmrposes of such a testing-counseling service as this offered
these ITA members. [This youth was "measured" by the instruments which
make up the present battery of tests; his personal data v/ere utilized
in giving advice to him as to subsequent schooling and ultimate
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occupational activity. But, in the meantime, it was clearly evident
tliat his was a serious and immediate problem of "living" - eating,
sleeping, etc. Fortunately, there was the opportunity to work as a
dishwasher in the kitchen of the restaurant. The counselor's advice
was for him to "accept" the "position". Shall it "be said that this
advi C3e was determined "by his test data? iai affiirjative ans-.7or might
sound absurd. However, it is correct to state that the testing service
did reveal his potentialities and his character or personality which
helped the counselor and the counselee, v/lth the aid of properly
interpreted test-results, to see beyond the present, thru the dish-
washing episode, on into a possible and not improbable training in a
technological school, to eventuate in an occupational activity both
desired and worthwhile. Such a view requires a long perspective and
a btoad over-view.
The writer's purpose in thus detailing the story of one indi-
vidual has to do with those ever recurring questions which are raised
whenever and wherever there is any discussion regarding the value of a
testing-for-guidance service; - 'iThat happens to these individuals
after they have been tested?; If employed, what do theee who employ or
strpervise thsn thi-ik of them and their work?; in other words. How do
they "rate" tliem in those qualities generally considered most essential
to successful employment? 3tc.?
Answers to these questions, vAien raised concerning such a group
as these 528 IVIA members, have been obtained concerning 118 individual
young men. These answers are presented and interpreted in the nest
following pages. It is to be romenibered that they are largely concerning
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youth similar to him who was described in the praceding paragraphs
in that their occupational activities are often admittedly temporary
and may cease wiien a "better op-nortunity presents itself. Their em-
ployers* estiinates of than appear to the writer to merit special
consideration "because these youth often Imow themselves to he "but
temporarily employed and might "be reasona"bly ercpected to be las ar to
"let-down" thiM discouragement, etc. The reports from their employvra
and those who supervise their occupational activities will speak for
themselves in their su"bS9quent presentation in this report.
The reports upon "these 118 IIYA mem"bers are "based upon estimtes
of 15 qxialities. A five-point rating permits differentiation as to
the degree in which the individual employee possesses these qualities,
in the opinion of his employer or s-ipervisor whose opinion is based
upon his observation of that individual v^iile engaged in his
particular occupational activity. Such an estimate is subject to all
of those adverse criticisms regularly leveled against "opinion" as a
basis of jud^ent. Such opinions possess increased value when they
are the pooled opinions of more than one observer as was the case in
some instances.
In the following paragraph are listed each of thesel5 qualities
with a brief explanation of each of the five gradations of estimati^ig
to what extent the individual possesses these qualities as estimated
by his employers and supervisors. In the original forms there is space
after each item for "remarlcs". The form was devised by Thomas ^, Harris,
Supervisor of the IVIA Job Counseling Project, Boston Y. :•.!. C. A.
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1. PRIEITDLllTSSS Very Generally Below Yery vm.-
friendlyl ) friendly( ) Averar>;e( ) Averacel ) friendly! )
2. CHA!UC!m Absolutely Generally Fairly( () Open to ( ) Dishon-
trustworthy( ) trust v;'tliy( ) reliable temptation est( )
3. IKITIATIVS High( ) Works "beyond Little in- Ver^- little
degree niinimum( ) Average { ) itiativel ) initiative! )
4. COOPSRATITS- Highly coop- Cooperates Poor tear^i Very poor
KESS erative( ) well ( ) Average! ) worker! ) team work( )
5. nEAriT3SS- ^Sxtremely Very neat Sometimes Often negli-
GLUfUfLri^SSS neat! ) and clean! ) Average! ) negligent! ) gent! )
6. IIITE?J2Sr Enthusi- Quite in- A'^nSRAge Lacks in-
IIT 'XHK: astic! ) terested! ) interest! ) terest! ) Uninterested! )
7. APPLIGA^IOK Vers' in- Good
dustrious! ) worker! ) Steady! ) Fair! ) Lazy! )
8. ABILIT? TO Very quick Learns Slov; to
LEiHi: to learn! ) Apt! ) readily! ) learn! ) Dense! )
9. SElF-BSLlAiTCE Self re- Gonfi- Lacks con-
Excellent! ) liant! ) dent! ) fidence! ) Timid! )
10. ACCURACY Exceptionally In accu-
ac3iirate! ) Accurate! ) .-xverage! ) rate ! ) Careless! )
11. SPESD Very rapid! ) Rapid! ) Average! ) Fair! ) Slov?! )
12. HELIA3ILIT/ Trust- Reli- Satis- Irregu-
worthy ! ) able! ) factory! ) lar ! ) Unreliable! )
13. AG<IREL;CI',ia^SS Lacks in- Poor in-
Ezcellent! ) Good( ) Fair ! ) itiative! ) itiative! )
14. COIlIIOIT seise Exceptionally Good com- Ordi- Lacks judg-
good judgment! ) raon sense! ) nary! ) ment ! ) Rash! )
15. C013)UCT Exception- Gentle V/ell be-
al ! ) manly! ) haved! ) Troublesome! ) Verj- poor! )
V7h.ile these estimates were judgmcaats of individuals v/hile at work,
the composite picture of the group of 118 ITYA indivluals upon -vdiom these
judgments were passed merits certain consideration. In TABLE XIX, page

T^LB XIX - SS^IIIA^ZES BY E:.TLOYEnS iillD SUPSEIYISCHS
OF 116 IIYA miBERS IK OCOUPATIOllAL
ACIIVIITIIS
Qualities 1 3 4 5 --^ -V CM i
Friendliness 24* 29 50 13 2 2,49
Character 59 34 31 11 3 2.19
Initiative 20 40 37 15 6 2.29
Cooperativeness 30 27 44 13 4 M • —
Neatnoss-cleanlinessSl 1J.
Intere s t- ir.-Y.ork IS 41 43 11 7 2,59
Application 26 38 40 13 1 2.36
Abiliti^-to-leami 33 40 38 6 1 2.17
Self-reliajtice 21 38 43 14 2 2.43
Accuracy 15 35 57 9 2 2.55
Speed 11 41 50 13 3 2.62
?.eli&l3ility 40 26 32 9 11 2.36
Aggressivenoss - 18 32 43 22 3 2.56
Conmon-sense - 23 41 45 5 4 2.37
Conduct 39 34 32 8 5 2.20
* To be read thus: 24 of the 118 individuals were
rated 1, or "very liigh", in "friendliness", etc.
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152, this gj*oup picttire is vhowa. for each of the 15 qualities. The
five-point rating scale is to "be interpreted as follows: 1, "very high";
2, "hli^"; 3, "averac;e"; 4, "low"; and 5, "verj^ low".
!I!hese 118 ITYA manners, as a group, are shosm in TABLE XIX to have
"been estimted "by their en^'loyers and supervisors of occupational
activities as "above average" in each of the 15 qualities upon which
jud^ent v/as passed. (A mean of 3.00 v;ci;li|p.nclicate exactly "avera£;e".)
The highest means are for "ability to learn", or 2.17; for "character",
2.19; and for "conduct", 2.20. Ch.e lov/est neans are for "aggressive-
ness", 2.66; and for "speed", 2.62. It is to be rcnembered, however,
that even these lov/est means are yet above the hypothetical mean of
5.00 for saah estimates. This probably shows some tendency on the part
of their employers and supervisors of occupational activities to be
somewhat biased in their favor in thus recording their estir.ates v;hich
are almost"charge" ratings.
These data reveal two highly interesting facts Tiiiidi, in a way,
corroborate the findings from the testing service. The reader of this
rerort v/ill recall that the group of 528 irjdividuals were to be con-
sidered as submissive rather than as aggressive in the liglit of the
results of the Becl^aan-Allpart A-S Heaction Study. This smaller group
of 118 members Is rated lower in agijrej^siveness tlian in any of the other
14 qualities. The larger group of 528 individuals was found to be very
high in "ability to learn" as measured bv the Revised ftlpha Sx-airi.nation,
Form 5, with a mean percentile ranlcir^ of 61.91 T^ien compared with the
"norms" for the general adult population. This smaller group of 118
individuals vLen judged by their Smployers for "ability to learn" as

tased upon observation of then v/hile "on the JoL" is rated higgler in
this quality than in any of the other 14 qualities.
An individual score is obtained for each of these 118 ner.ljers
which is a composite score for that individual of the estiraates for the
15 specific qualities upon vtiich his employer or supervisor of occu-
pational activities judged him. As given in this report, a score of
15 would irjdicate that the individual had hecn estin^-ated as revealing
the possession of each of these 15 qualities to a "very hi^" degree;
while a score of 75 would indicate that he had been estimated as
revealing each to a "very low" degree. A score of 45 woxild thus be
interpreted as indicating "average". These individual scores of the
118 nenbers ranged from 15 to 54. They are presented in TABLE XX, page
155, "wSiich lahows the frequencies of the scores and the percentage of
the group whose scores place them in each of the indicated intervals.
Heferenco to certain extreme scores indicated in TABLE is
made in the study of individual nonbers who were selected as cases
illustrative of the kinds of individuals whom the coimselor seeks to
coimsel or guide. See CHAPTER VII of this report.
Accepting these 118 individuals as a reasonable representation
of ITZA members who have been coimected \7ith the testing-counseling
service upon v/hich the present report is based, certain conclusions
may be dravm. These youth are generally "successful" and adjusted in
those occupational activities in which they are presently engaged. In
any group as large as 118 it is to be exr-ected thi-t some will have
been considered to be appreciably more successful than others. In this
particular group, the number is relatively large. There are but

TABLE ll. - DISTRI3U2I05 OF 118 m ISLIBEaS xUIT:!)
BY THEIR SUPERVISORS AIO) ITS'LOYEHS IK
OCCUPY lOlUL ACTIVITIES
Ratings Prequencv Percentafe
xO—XO 1.o
QO 0 • 1 O
<C«5—(CD ix« c*b
27-30 17 14.4-0
31-34 8 6.78
35-38* 14 11.86
39-42 23 19.49
43-46 14 11.86
47-50 5 4.23
51-54 6 5.03
55-58 4 3.39
59-62 1 0.85
63-66 1 0.85
67-70 0 0.00
71-75 0 0.00
Total - 118
* The rating of 15 is the highest or best rating,
indicating "very"high in all.
# ilean, 36.23
S«I)., 2.62 (in terns of inteirvals)
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relatively'' few who are reported to be rrafkedly "unsuccessfi^l" or
"caladjusted".
3eca-use of the very nature of the situation, it m)uld be quite
impossible to "follow-up" these ITA maabers into their occupations as
si:iggested bj^ their interests revealed in the Vocational Interest Blank,
-hey indicated their interests in law, medicine, engineering, the
ministry, etc.; the attainment of such goals obviously necessitates
long years of study and training. Consequently, it was deoned desirable
to obtc-in v;hct information was available concerning whatever occupation-
al activities these youth were presently engaged in. These records are
thBS su'aenitted as evidence of a recDgnizable and significant success in
the adjustment of these individiials thru some occupational em-plojTTient
even tho such employment admittedly meets what is hoped to be but
temporary and intervening occu-national experiences. The v/riter feels
it to be an accomplishment to have been thus able to have obtained
these reports of the occupational activities of the 118 meribers.
A check<iup was sought for these 118 employed IIYA members wMch
woi^ld permit a comparison betv.'een them anc those of the larger group of
528 ITA members who were defi:iitely known not to be employed at the time
this report was prepared. In this latter group, 137 individuals were
found. This comparison has been made thru the use of an "index" based
upon a study reported by Pallister in the Journal of Applied Psychology
for December, 19361^ ^i^lss Pallister based her report upon the jud(^ents
of 38 leading -ti-merican psychologists, judging 53 of the better laiovm
vocational tests. Among these tests were most of those comprising the
(1) Helen Pallister, "American Psychologists judged 53 Vocational
Tests", Journal of Applied Psychology'', December, 1936, pages 761-768.
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battery of tests used in the present investigation.
The writer has made use of these jud^ents of the ^erican psy-
chologists as reported "by Pallister alid has weighted the particular
tests accordingly. [The lowest rating of the tests in the present
"battery of tests was the O'Connor test for "mechanical aptitude" of the
"WigglyBlock" test; 38.9 ' of those judging this test marked it excell-
ent. In his "index", the writer weights this percentile ranking for
the niechanical aptitude as "one". The Revised filpha was marked as ex-
cellent hy 72.7; of those judging it and is weighted "two" in the "index".
Ihe ]I.!innesota Test for -Clerical V/orkers v*.ich includes checking of both
niunbers and words was marked excellent by 95f; of those judging it; since
the O'COnnor test for "clerical aptitude" used in the present study
includes only the Ciheckii^g of numbers, this test has been weighted as
"two" in the "index". The C'Gonnon tests for "finger dexterity" and
"tweezer dexterity" were marked e.^ceilent by 89.5;j of those judgir^g them;
each of these two tests is weighted as "three" in the "index". These
psychologists also rated Strong's ^^ocational Interest ^arJk for I'en and
the Beckman revision of the -^llports' A-S Reaction Study; the former was
rated excellent \rj 86.95 of the judges, the latter being rated thus by
71 .4;^ of the judging psychologists.
The responses on the Vocational Interest Blank are not reported as
percentile rankings and are thus not included in the comxosite represent-
ed by the "index". Since ascendancy and s^^.bmissiveness are qualities
of varying import in various fields of occupational activities, this,
too, has not been included in the "index". The writer feels that these
two instruments measure qualities best interpreted by themselves.
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The "indes", then, for coniparin;:; the 118 employed raembers
with the 137 uneinployed ITTA members has given v/eights of "one" for
"mecharlcal aptitude"; "two" for "ability to learn" and for "clerical
aptitude"; and "three" for "finger dexterity" and for "tweezer
dexterity".
The mean percentile ranking for the 137 unenrployed ITA mem\?ers,
based upon this "index" was found to be 56. 77, with S.D,, 3.36, v/ith
a range from 17 to 87. -he mean percentile ranking for the 118 em-
ployed ITA members based upon the "indei:" is 62.50, with S.D., 4.34,
and a range from 12 to 97. Statistically, these percentile rankings
shov/ an apparent but not a tiTie difference between the tro groups.
Similar results were found in comparing; these two groups
according to their "ascendancy-submission" as revealed by the test
scores, -'he 137 unemployed have a mean percentile ranking of 65.36;
the 118 erTploycd, 66.02. .'here is thus no apparent or true difference
betv.-een these two groups in "ascendancy-submission" as this is measured
by the present instrument.
The low relationship between employers* ratings of the 118
individuals and their "indeiM" score is shovm by the correlation of ^.029,
with P.i:., "fe.061. Between emplo5'"ers' ratings and percentile ranlrings
for "ascendancy-submission", the correlation is -.032, \7ith ?.::., 't. 061.
Prom the foregoing discussion it is seen that there is no marked
difference between those of the group who have obtained emplojTiient and
those who continue to be unemployed, v/hen these individuals are con-
sidered collectively.

CEAPT3R IX
STLEURY AID GOlICnJSIOlJS
The present Investigation was rmdertfiJcen in order to study the
procedure that was "being used in connection v/ith a particular group
of young people for the purpose of guiding and counseling them. The
group studied consisted of 528 young men of the Caucasian race who
were iremhers of the National Youth Administration (UYA), ranging in
chranological ^es from 15 to 27 years.
The procedure that was examined was the testing-fon-counseling
procedure carried on hy a staff of MA workers in cooperation with the
counseling departmait of the Huntington Avenue Branci^ of the Boston
Young Men's Christian Association. A number of well authenticated
psychological measuring instruments were used "by trained testers to
discover the general mental level and special aptitudes and personality
traits of these youth. There was also a study of each individual's
particular occupational preferences. The chronological age and
schooling of the members was also noted. All of this information was
obtained for the purpose of helping the counselor better to understand
the counselee and thus better to "guide" or to "counsel" him.
The psychometric measures were found to be not wholly unrelated
as shOY/n by their inter-correlations; however, the overlapping of
these measures is seen to be generally of little significance as shovni
by the generally low correlations.
The approach of the vnriter to this investigation has been largely
a statistical approach. The 528 individuals were studied impersonally
as a group in order to present as fair and accurate a composite picture
-159-
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as possible. This KYA group was oonsidered as a xmique grouj). The
general findings are thus hypothetical as applied to an)^ individual
meraher of the group. However, the fact that testing and guidance are
essentially personal was not forgotten; the individual was not lost
sight of. There is often a danger in adding together individual cases
and in considering their sum or averages; one has a tendency wrongly,
oftentimes, to think of the group as far more homogeneous than it
possibly is. Tlie present report has included "cases" selected to
illustrate certain striking test data.
There has also "been included a report- of the present occupational
activities of 118 of these 528 IIYA members. The report is an inter-
pretation of the judgment of their work as given by their employers and
supervisors.
In recapitulation of the general report, a brief digest of the
study may be presented as a summarization of the "average" of this group
of 528 ITTA manbers. Such a youth is a white youth, quite probably of
Italian or Irish extraction if not of native bom "American" parentage.
He is almost 20 years of age and has cocrpleted a four-year high-school
course. In "intelligence" as measured by "ability to learn", he is
distinctily above the average of the general adult population with a
percentile ranking of 81.91 when compared v/ith this population upon
whom the "norms" are based. He shiows more aptitude for clerical work
than anything else, altho this aptitude rates only B, or the next to
the hi{4iest quartile. He is very low in mechanical aptitude, in fact,
he doesn't have any significant aptitude in this line. His finger
dexterity and tweezer de:^terity are about average. As to anotionality.
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he would be classified as high average or quite stable with no marked
neurotic tendencies. He is apprecialDly nore suhrnissive than a^jgressive.
His vocational preferences are likely to he for the general field of
enf;ineering as his first choice and for the vocation of the office-
clerk, physical -director, or joumalisr:, as his second choice. He has
the ability, interest, and personality to succeed in these professiona
after proper training with the possible exception of engineering \7hich
nay be too difficult for one of his intelligence. In the meantine,
while waiting for this necessary training, he accepts any kind of
honorable T/ork, even tho it is acini ttedly tenroorary and is reported
by his enrcloyer or supei'visor to be performing his tasks q[uite v/ell and
satisfactorily.
.
A digest of the consideration of the individual insnbers selected
for special illustrative purposes shows them to be of a very wide
range of abilities. A few liave conpletod only the sixth or seventh
grades of the elomentarj- school; another small group has graduated fron
collide. In the laeasxiring of aptitudes, some shov/ed themselves to be
in the very highest vigintile aaong the highly apt; others v/ere at the
very bottom of the percentile distribution in these very same aptitudes
when compared with the "norms" for these measures. !I!he vocational
interests of some were rated A*3 or 3+'s, or mo it desirable; others
received only G's, the lowest ratings possible for vocational interests.
YThile this group was reported to be generally submissive, a very few
were foimd to be marl-Kdly aggressive. Only a very small number were
"omstable". Of those now working for \^iom reports from their employers
or supervisors v/ere obtained, most of them were doing well altho a
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SEoall ntunbor wero given quite unfavora'ble reports.
In considariag the testinj-for-counseling pro-am upon riiiah
the present stxidy is "based, it Tbecarae apparent that there were certain
ohvious defects or inadequacies in the general procedure. As the
writer "became raoift familiar with the general purpose and set-up, he
came to the conclusion that tliese short-comings were prohahl^ dxae to
the fact that the ITIA members were so numerous that it v/oiold have "been
impossitile for them individually to have heon given due attention. In
the discussion of individu£.l cases, mention was nade of a real need
for sorie measure of particular abilities lilre art, or music; these might
have contributed much to a better understanding of these particular
individuals. I'he service was not equipped for any such testing.
Mention was made in the section of this report discussing the
vocational interests of the importance of a wider scoring of those test
materials. As at present scored, it is impossible to derive the full
benefit from this source which could come only from a scoring of the
vocational interest blank for a larger number of occupations.
Tne counselor would be much better prepared than he nov; is for
counseling the individual if his infarmation included a full history of
the youth's family, home, 'and social baclcground and relationships.
Again, this lack is doubtless due to the steady flow of new cases before
the dlA are fully digested. But no adequate program of testing-for-
counseling can fail to include these important data.
Since the data for the present report were assembled, the program
has been broadened so as to include a thoro physical examination by a
coiapetent pliysician. This is a most commendable addition to the serviae.
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There has also been inau^^atod a testing for physical fitness v/hioh
will "be another sovirce of valuable information for the use in
ooimseling these youth.
It v;as not within the province of this investigation to
question the selection of the particular test instruments. This in-
vestigation was a study of the existing testing-program as already
set-up and in operation. However, in the light of the present find-
ings it is deenjed proper to offer the suggestion that there is a real
danger in attaching too much significance to the O'Connor TTlggly
Bloclc" as a measure of "n]echa:iical aptitude". Since the present
battery of tests is designed as a ninirauin of desirable tests, it is
also suggested tliat the present "vocabulaL-y" test be omitted because
It correlates so highly with the instrument measuring ability to
learn that it contributes but little to a better understanding of the
individxjal tested.
The present study will have served its purpose if it has suc-
ceeded in a clear presentation of the testing-program and has
pointed out its good points and has offered pertinent suggestions for
the strengthening of the weak ones. The program as now organized is
producing helpful and valuable guidance for the WIA youth whom it
serves. The task is too great to be most efficiently handled unless
additional trained counselors are added. The program is obviotisly
planned for the "average" youth of "average" interests and skills
and the individual of special talents may remain imdiscovered. ^tho
the "average" of theselTYA members is primarily concerned with some
form of irradiate occupational employinent, his ultimate vocational
objective is not being lost sight of and he is being assisted
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wherever possible further to prepare himself toward the
achievement of that goal.
As shown in the present report, this investigation of
5S8 NYA members in G-reater Boston has made it possible:
(1) To present a clear group picture of these unemployed
young men which has revealed certain general phases of '^per-
sonality", "intelligence", "aptitudes", and "interests";
(S) To give a more detailed portrayal of these traits as
found in certain individual members of the graoup selected to
illustrate various cases with v/hich a counselor of unemployed
youth must deal;
(3) To warn against allowing the individual to be lost s
sight of in the general consideration of the group as a whole
when test data are being interpreted;
(4) To show that the presently employed 1\TA mernbers do
not differ markedly in any respect from the presently unem-
ployed NYA members in the light of available information;
(5) To suggest the discontinuance of the "vocabulary"
test because it contributes little to the iniPormation about
the testees which is not indicated in the test measuring
"ability to le-^rn*, and to substitute another general test
of "intelligence" to supplement the one already included in
the present battery of tests;
(6) To suggest the substitution of some other test for
"mechanical aptitude" than that now used, the"Yv'iggly Block",
in the light of its low estimate by eminent psycholfligists
,
(the I-innesota I.Iechanical Ability Tests are suggested);
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(7) To urge a wider scoring of the Strong Vocational
Interest Blank;
(8) Frankly, to face the fact that not all individuals
should be directed toward the higher brackets of occupations,
but that some should be directed toward the semi-skilled or t
the unskilled levels of ojcupa tional activities;
(9) To show, specifically, v.'here the present "minimum"
battery of tests should be extended to include tests of special
aptitudes for certain, selected individuals; and
(10) To show the imperative need for an Enlarged staff
in order that adequate counseling may be achieved.
The writer hopes that his study will have been but one
of several investigations into the big problem facing the
nation and the local community as they seek to guide and to
counsel their youth whether they be employed or unemployed.
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GORHELATIOK GHA^RT 11 - Distribution of scores of 528 1\TA
nembers for "clerical aptitude" and "finger dexterity".
The "r" is +.14 (P.^.., ±.029)
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Clerical aptitude
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CORRELATION CHA.RT 12 - Distri tuition of scores of 528 ITYA
menibers for "clerical aptitude" and "tweezer derte £*ity"#
The "r" is +.14 (P.i:., t,029
)
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Clerical aptitude
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CORRliLATIOU CHART 13 - Distribution of scores of 528 IJYA
nembers for "clerical aptitude" and "vocabulary".
The "r" is f.l7 (P.2., t,029)
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Olerioal aptitude
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GOHRZLATIOK GHAHT 14 - Distribution of scores of 528 ITIA
maflters far "clerical aptit^Jde" and. "personality".
Hhe "r" is +.07 (P.E., t.029 )
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Clerical aptitude
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COHRELiLlOiT '3I^T 15 - Distriljut ion of scores of 528
njemtei-s for "clerical apcitude" and "ascendancy-submission"*
The "r" is -.12 (P.E., t.029
)
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Clerical aptitude
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COIS^IATION CHiRT 15 - Distrltution of scores of 528 ITYA
menhers for "clerical aptitude" and their "chronological
ages".
fhe "r" is ^.03 (P.^J., t.029)
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Clerical aptitude
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GORRDLAl'IOK 17 - Distribution of scores of 528 IITA
manners for "clerical aptitude" and their "schooling".
The "r" is +.30 (P.E., i.026)
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CORRELATIOW CHART 18 - Dist ri'btrtion of scores of 528 JTYA
member's for "mechanical aptitude" and "finger dexterity".
The "r" is f.SO (P.T., "t,028)
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Meohanloal aptitude
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GORREUTION (3LART 19 - Distribution of scores of 528 WiA
meirbers for "mechanical aptitude" and "tweezer dexterity".
The "r" is +.32 {P.E., ±.026)
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OOHRSLATICH CEAHT 20 - Distribution of scores of 528 ITTA
meiTtoers for "mechanical apLitude" and "vocabulary".
The "r" is f.l7 (P.E., i.029
)
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COHRSL^IOIT CHART 21 - Distribution of scores of §28 TYA
monbers for "meflhanioal aptitude'* and "personality".
The "r" is f 02 (P.E., ^.029
)
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CORH^ATION dURT 23 - Distribution of scores of 528 I-TTA
members for "mechanical ^titude" and their "chronological
ages".
a!he "r" is f.Ol (P.^:., ±.029)

COHRELATIOK CMT 24 - Distribution of scores of 528 ITYA
members for "mechanical aptitude" and their "schooling".
The "r" is f,lO (?.^ 11.029
)
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Finger dexterity
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COHRSU-IOK CEhRT 25 - Distribution of scores of 528 IIYA
members for "finger dexterity" and "tweezer dexterity".
The "r" is 4.28 (P.E., t.027)
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COERELATIOIT CHAHT 26 - Distribution of scores of 528 MA
laera'bers for "finger dexterity" and "vooabulary".
The "r" is -h.l5 {P.E., i.029)
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Finger dexterity
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CORRELATION CHART 27 - Distri"but ion of scores of 528 JIYA
members for "finger dexterity" and "personality".
The "r" is -.03 (P.E., ±.029)
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Finger dexterity
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COHRSUTION GHAHT 28 - Distribution of scores of 528 IJYA
members for "finger dexterity" and "fescendancy-submi ssion".
The "r" is -.02 (P.S., t,029
)
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CORRHi^TIOK J"^:aRT 29 - Distribution of scores of 52 8 NYA
mem'bers for "finger dexterity" and their "chronological ages"
The "r" is +.03 (P.S., ^.029)
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GORRTX^ION CHART 30 - Distribution of scores of 528 ?TYA
members for "finger dexterity" and their "schooling".
The "r" is +.08 (P.l). , 1.029)
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Tweezer dexterity
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C0HR3L^I0N CHART 31 - Distribution of scores of 528 HYA
menibers for "tweezer dexterity" and "vocabulary".
The "r" is v. 09 (P.E., t.029
)
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CORRELATIOi: CHART 32 - Distri"but ion of scores of 528 KYA
members for "tweezer dexterity" and "perscnality".
The "r" is -.06 (P.E., 1.029)
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Tweezer dexterity
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COHRHLillON G::ART 33 - Distribution of scores of 528 irfA
meni'bers for ''tweezer dexterity" and "ascendanc^-sutoission".
The "r" is -.13 (?.^. , t.029
)
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COHHUi^HOK (E^T 34 - Distribution of scores of 528 IJYA
nerriberg for "tweezer dexterity" and their "ciironologiGal ages"
The "r" is -.04 {P.E., t.029
)

COHHSLATIOII CHART 35 - Distritfut ion Of scores of 528 EYA
members for "tweezer dexterity" and tbeir "schooling".
The "r" is -.16 (P.S., t,029
)
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GORHSL^ION GH^T 36 - Distribution of scores of 528 NYA
meraTsers for "vocaliul ary" and "personality".
The "r" is -.02 (P.':., t.029)
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COHRSIAnON CHA''J 37 - Distribution of scores of 528 13YA
members for "vocabulary" and "ascendancy-submission".
The "r" is -.20 {P.E., 1.028)
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CORIEI4ATION GHABT 38 - Distribution of scores of 528 IJYA
medbers for vocabulary" and their "clironologiGal ages".
TlB "r" is +.12 (P.E., t.029)
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CORIELATIQR JIAHT 39 - Distribution of scores of 528 MA
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GOHREL^^IOK 40 - Distribution of scores of 528 IIYA
menbers for "personality" and "ascendancy-sulimissian".
The "r" is f.l2 (P.E., -.029)

C0RR~;L^TI0X CH^T 41 - Distribution of scores of 528 ITA
mem'beps for "personal itj'-" and their "chronological ages"«
The "r" is -.08 (?.':., t.029)
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GOHRELASION OE^T 43 - Distribution of scores of 528 !TYA
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CORRSLiCION GEAHT 44 - Distribution of scores of 528 I5YA
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The "r" is -.12 (P.E., ±.029)
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